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TPIF PRCPLFM OF RFLiaiOUS M0TIV7S IN CKAxRAHTER TrrilOATIOF
John W. Spisrs
"Is there any knowledge that is perfect? Is it not true
of every knowledge which we have that its best stateivients
are but imperfect formulas- which represent afar off what
we by no means wholly knov/? And yet upon these knowledges
we act, and by our faithful use of them are always coming
nearer to the perfect knowledge."—Phillips Prooks,

FOREWORD
This is a profound subject, this problem of human
motives, and yet many of its basic facts and principles
are v/ell known. It is in the comprehensive integration of
these, however, that the need for careful and intense
thinking especially arises. Vve need to secure a unified
and consistent view of the entire problem. As an aid to
this several " Sumn.ar i e s " are given at the conclusion of
important topics. They, will help the reader to organize
the thought as he proceeds, and to catch the forward miove-
mient of the argument.
If, when all is said and done, we arrive at many
conclusions which have long been famdliar in general to
the thinking portion of nankind, it does not m.ean that
our study has been in vain. On the contrary, we are then
able to sift the wheat fromi the chaff m.ore surely, and to
utilize m.ore confidently and v/ith greater appreciation
the correct methods in motivation. This clarification of
the problem! of m.otivation is a major need of the present
hour.
Som^e of the quotations given are lengthy. It v/as a
question whether 'or not they should be sum.rr.ar ized. Put
because of their importance, and the authority of their
authors, this was decided against. The long quotation from
Dr. Jam.es Moffatt, for example, utters in the words of this
world-f am.ous author ii;y a principle which lies at the very
heart of all high motivation, and yet a principle which is
all too often in these days forgotten or ignored.
JohJi V;. Spiers.
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I. H\^TR0rU^TI01T.
.
~ ~ of the National
Education Association
The "Tenth Yearbook" of The Departmont of Superintendence/ is
on the subject of Character EduCcition . (l) In its "Foreword"
the position is taken that there is no barrier against the
teaching of religion in the public schools in its broadest
sense, since the essence of all religion, respect for person-
ality- and reverence tov/ards the Suprerrie Peing, "permeates "the
philosophy and structure of the public school system." More-
over, it is admitted that vital religion, the religion by which
a man really lives, is the most influential element in his
character values. ITevert heless, as one trained in the spirit-
ual or Christian life reads through this important work, he is
struck again and again with a sense of partial inadequacy of
conception as to the real nature of the religious experience
and of the vital role it plays in the development of character.
Doubtless the emphasis given to science and psychology and the
slight attention given to "Divine Revelation" and the spiritual
insights arising therefrom accounts for this. Vv'ould it not be
helpful, therefore, to have a discussion of the bearing of the
motives of religion upon character by one for whom these are a
major interest? At any rate, the conviction has inspired this
thesis. As Henry Drunnri.cnd wisely said:
"Only by shutting its ej'^es can Science evade
discovery of the roots of Christianity in every
province that it enters; and when it does discover
them, only by disguising words can it succeed in
disowning the relationship. There is nothing un-
scientific in accepting that relationship; there
is much that is unscientific in dishonoring it...
* Ht 41 « :)l :)c * *
(1) Department of Superintendence, Tenth Yearbook, Character
Educati on. Washington: ITational Education Association, 1932.
(2) Drummond, Kenry. The Ascent of I/Ian
, p. 34 5, New York;
James Pott and Co. , 1895.

That Christian development, social, moral, spiritual,
which is going on around us, is as real an evolution-
ary movement as any that preceded it, and at least as
capable of scientific expression," (3)
A. The Problem Of Ivlotives Central In Character Formgticn
It is generally admitted that the question of motives
is the critical problem in all character development. Every
man ?;ith some ability to reflect honestly upon his own
life ana character senses this. Ke is only too well aware
that often there is a distressing conflict of motives
within himsolf. The parable of "Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde"
is true to his own experience. He does not always know^
or i s unwilling to acknowledge even to himself, what his
ffiOtive really was and so "rationalizes". Again, his motives
are somietimes quite differenlj from those which others
ascribe to him. His reputation, v/hat people think about
him, may be one thing; his character, what he really is,
may be something quite different,
"The great Beers of the race have also seen this as
life's most critical problsmi. Thus our Lord said to the
inconsistent Pharisees: "Cleanse first the inside of the
cup and the platter, that the outs ide may be clean also."
And in the Sermon on the Mount He dwells at some length
upon the inner attitudes and motives v/hich must be
behind the keeping of the "law" for this to be acceptable
to God.
Ivlodern educators likev/ise see the cultivation of worthy
II
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motives as their greatest task. This is stressed; for
exariiple, in Professor Kilpatrick's well-knovjn l-.ook on
Foundations of Method (3). By what methods can we lead our
children into a love of the unselfish and the true for
their own sakes primarily? Too often we prompt them to show
consideration and to speak the truth out of ruling motives
of fear and prudence. Thus Professor Kilpatrick writes of
a father who_, irritated by his children's noise, ordered
them in a peremptory manner to "keep quiet or go to bed":
"What should a father v;ish his children to
practice in such a case? Oonsiderati on or prudence?"
"Clearly he should wish consideration."
"I don't see why you harp so much on con-
sideration or on what the children think. The
thing the father wanted was quiet. I say the
children practiced keeping quiet. That is precise
enough, What more do you want?"
""ow you bring out into the open the very
essence of moral conduct. There are two parts to
any moral act and both should agree: first, the
outward effect of the outward act
—
quiet in this
case and what it means to all concerned; second,
the thinking and the attitude—motive and
intention some prefer to call it—that go along
wiuh the outward act and join it up v/ith character
as a whole, "
"Kight we not say that this thinking and
attitude are exactly what give character to the
act?"
"You are right, and this helps us to see
what morality is. We might sa^^ it in slightly
different words as a united self vs. a divided or
badly organized self. Our aimi is such an integraticr.
and organization of all the habits in character that
the full character shines out in each set, speaks
through each act,"
"Is that why you are so concerned here with the
thinking and the attitude involved?"
(3) Kilpatrick, Wmi. H, Foundat i ons of Method , IJew York:
i'acmillan, 1936.
1I
t
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"That's part of it, but there's more yet. The
fact that the children keep quiet doesn't tell
whether the children are practicing love or hatred,
affection or fear, consideration or ir.ere prudence.
We wish quiet for the father, 'cut we certainly are
concerned that the children build love and affection
and consideration and especially an acting in
connection wich these and in obedience to these."
"Then moral education must very largely
concern itself with securing the right inner
attitudes,
"
"Yes, that is a prime objective." (p. 331 f.)
We may observe in passing that the motive of fear
implies an inner conflict; a desire to do something held
in bondage to the fear of consequences. This low m.otive
is to be avoided v;hen a higher motive is possible. And
yet this was what these children were driven into.
Gould a different miotive have been called into activity?
If so, how? Plere is the crucial problem; of m.otivation.
The fear-motive has its usos, of course. These will
appear v;hen v/e discuss the subjects of "integration"
and "temptations". The character can not be permian^^ntly
unified under the miotive of fear, however, except at a
terrible cost to its inner freedom, and so to its develop-
ment
.
Another striking statemisnt of the centrality of this
problem of miOtives is this one by Professor Hoe:
"Industry, patience, obedience, courage, self-
respect, perseverance, self-control, econor/iy,
amiability, cont entmient
,
comradship, fidelity: How
miuch 18 really ifi.plied in these termis? Is industry
good per/se
.
or does its goodness depend upon the end
for which one works? Clearly patience is good only
when it is the shortest way to a good end; otherwise
impatience is better. Courage on behalf of a good
cause is good; otherwise it is bad. Self-respect
is good only to the extent that one is worthy of
respect. Economy is good only that one's savings
II
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may be used for something v;orth while. Arrdability
musu be of the kind that distinguishes between good
and bad men before we can approve it. There are
times when contentment is out of order; and there
are conditions in which obedience only pi'olongs
unjust authority, and creates a craven spirit in
hin. who obeys. Even fidelity, as with the political
trickster who always ^stands by his friends*, may
imply evasion of the larger good. In short, all
these virtues can exist, either singly or in com-
bination, in a character that every one of us would
call bad, " ( 4, p. 241)
The "prig" is a familiar character to all of us,
as also is the fanatic whose em.otional zeal for special
reforms deceives so many. What all these personalities
lack—the cringing child, the criminal, the prig and
the dogmatist—are those inner attitudes or motives
which are allied with reverence and regard for others,
which are the two great motives of religion, embodied
in the "Two Great Oom-randment
.
The polic- r.re not wrong, then, when they say
first of all: "Find the n.ctive!" For in the motive
you have the key to the entire situation and to the
whole character. As Pi shop Trent says:
"The motive is like the sunlight and the air.
It is solicitous for every portion of that which
it is called upon to pervade,.,/ typicol melody or
a motif weaves crashing cords, moaning dissonances,
7/ild arper.ri 03
,
into a musicc.l blend that is as
truly one as the levol sea." (5 p, 47)
And again he saye:
"A ViTorthy motive is like the touch of king
Midas and turns ev^fn xhat which is base into
gold, " (5, p. 48)
As ws shall see in a mom.ent, howeVi=*r, this last state-
ment calls for Qualification, Intelligence and "trait
Troth, Dennis C, Selected Reading i n ri hnracter
rducation
.
Post on: i h o!^ r r c on Pr c s e , 19 30,
rI
actions" cannot be ignored. A truly worthy character
is a blend of three elenents,—^worthy motives, inforrr.ed
intelligence, reliable behavior.
B. TheJTeed For Creative Thou.P:ht And Fx-eriment
.
Let us keep in mine' in this study of motives the
fact th^-j vre are treading upon almost virgin territory,
llfith the exception of such general studies as those
noted in our bibliography, liutle or no scientific v;ork
has as yet been done here. A let i.er received in reply
to a question asked on this head from the Character
Education Institution of VJashington, written by
I't. Milton Fairchild, the Chairman of Research, says
in part
:
"There has been no scientific study of
human miotives in life, and I cannot make pro-
gress in promoting one. Psychology is super-
ficial and unscientific, save in laboratory
reactions.
"All the motives active in human life
ought to be listed, then their power ae
motives explained, and the conduct, activities,
air.bitions, etc. of v;hich they are causes
described, and from observation. This would
give a start, and lead to experin.ent s in
verificat icn.
"
The studies made by Professors Hartshorne and
May (6) are most certainly in line v/ith what is needed
especially in devising a technique for research into
(5) Prent, Charles H, , Leadership , Hew York: Lonf;;;mans
Green and Co. , 1930.
(G) Hartshorn-:, ::ay and S hut tier; or th. Studies In The
Organization of Character» Hew York: :/:acmillarr 1930,
Ic
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human behavior. Their first volurr.3, Studies in Peceit
,
is directly to our subject. It a limitations, howevsr,
arc n'^ceseeril^- ^'--'/-^re, both fron. the newness of such an
undertaking and fron. the age limits within v/hich the
^ study v;a8 made. We cannot, I believe, understand the
psychology of motivation without a comrjarative study of
the entire life-span of an individual to discern stages
in inner growth and development. For example, in summing
up the results of their studies, these writers say:
"For one thing, boys and girls differ in decep-
tiveness precisely at the points where they differ
also in motive for deception, i.e., in what can be
gained by it deception does not decrease with
age or grade.... If it is suggested to pupils that
marks on a test will count on their monthly |rade,
the amount of deception at once increases." (6,
p. 372)
The significant v;ords here are these— "deception
does not decrease with age or grade." This means, as
we shall point out more fully later, that the trans-
formation or confirmation of the; life motives by
effective "integration" does not take place, or only
slightly, during the immiature, unstable years of child-
hood and youth, but during the later years of greater
adult freedom and responsibility, when the integrating
(or disintegrating!) tempta'tions of life can be met
with mature judgment. One is "born again" v;ith respect
to the ruling motives of his life only by going through
the various processes of "regeneration" or re-inte-
gration, long known in general to the christian r:hurch...(7)
l'?) Sv;e.^:nborg, Emanuel. Workg; , .H^w Yovk: /in srican Swed-
enborg Printing and Publis*n*n2 Society IS 15. ^ee True
Christian Reli^yion
,
Ch.X.
Ic
I
Nevertheless, much can be done in childhood and 3''0uth
to prepare the way for this later growth, and we are
indebted to the labors of such mon as Plartshcme and
Li'ay for an abundance of facts and rr.e'ohcds which, when
developed still further an^applied to the whole life-
range, will give us cur first factual f oundr--': ion and
methods for a real science of character
-Riotivatl on.
For a summary statement of the factors to be taken
into account in this future experimentation in the field
of motives, the bulletin issued by the Character Edu-
cation Institution entitled "The Scientific Iv'ethod", is
very suggestive. From it we quote this much only show-
ing Ghe extreme complexity and difficulty of the
problem;
"It is impossible to isolate one phase of a
human being's life from the totality of its life,
and it is unscientific to cnduct experiments on
one phase in disregard of active causes and vari-
ables operative in other phases during the experi-
m.ent s. , . . The interaction of causes producing human
conduct may be illustrated by combining the action
of several pendulums in directing the m.otion of
one central stylus. The innumerable variables
active in the "human personality are a set of har-
toonic pendulums all sv/inging at once, with varying
speeds and directions, to produce the action of
the individual at any -iven moment. These hum.an
variables represent even a higher level of com-
plexity than m.echanical pendulums, since a self-
active brain is a i^art of the hu.man mechF.nism."
(8, p. 3)
(8) Character Education Institution, The Scientific
Meuhod. ^"^ashini^iton: National Capitol Press.
I
There is of course an improprieti' in speaking of
the human orr.anisrr- as a "mechani sir." , but ohe analogy is
striking and often, as here, necessary and helpful.
On -v^T'^y ^and today there is an urgent demand for
such a scientific study of rnotivat ion. The following
from a sermon by the Rev. Albert W. Peaven echos this
need as many religious educators ari3 feeling it:
"Science has moved into realm after realm,
^
conquering nexj areas, discovering causes, collating
facts and offering mankind ever newer weapons with
which to fight its battles end added resources with
which to enjoy life,... Put we are coming to realize
that the area in which we need to carry our experi-
mientaticn farthest, the area which baffles us to
control, xhe area in which largest forces are
movin;:, is that area which m;ay be defined as the
unseen or the spiritual realm. Here human motives
such as hete, fear and greed operate. Here intang-
ible forces like that of the m.ob spirit, of ambition,
of race prejudice, of bitter nationalisms on the one
hand, and of good will, justice and kindliness, of
hopes, dreamiS end visions on che other side, play
their part.... If the youth of today is looking for
a section of life that is only partially charted,
in v/hich adventure is called for, for a zone in
which discoveries are greatly needed, that area is
in the spiritual, and not the material world."
(S, p. 14)
The very title of this sermon—'"The Scientific
Spirit in the Spiritual Realm"— is significant of
this deepening sense of need.
Until research work upon humian beings has pro-
gressed to a point where it can macorially aid us, we
must rely mainly upon such observations and deductions
(9) Peaven, Albert W. The Scientific Spirit In The
Spiritual Realm
. Chicago: Christian Century Pulpit,
November," 1929
.
i
and insights as various writers have already made con-
cerning these subtle but pov/erful "urges" or motives
and attitudes which are the most important "pendulum"
v;ithin every personality. The excellent studies appear-
ing in the new fields of Iluman Relations and Jlental
Hygiene, as for example in the book by Whiting Williams
called I.'Iainsprin.Q;s of Men (10, Oh. VII), are of great
value and may be taken as so ihuch laboratory material.
Piographies of great and good mien, such as the Life of
Phillips Frookg (ll) by Professor Alexander V. G. Allen,
are also especially helpful in giving us a picture of
continuity of growth and miotivation in character from,
childhood to maturity. The insights of the great
spiritual leaders, and especially of Jesus, are an
invaluable mieans of suggestion, verification and
illustration.
In short, until an abundance of experiments have
been miade and verified, we m.ust trust to "creative"
thinking to lead us to fundam.ental principles in
mjotivation. ^y this I m:ean two things: first, guided
by our feeling for reality, we must search out what is
vital in all this thought and experience; second, avoiding
(10) Williams, Whiting. Mainsprings of Me n. ITew Yorkr
^cribn'^r's Sens lSi25.
(11) Allan, Alexander V.G. Life of Phillips Brooks,
E. P. Put ton & no., 1901
1
all strain after novelty, we n^ust correlate this
material into a unified system as far as at present
possible, and so ;-:ive it fresh form and meaning. This is
v;hat I understand in genoxel by the term "originality".
This ef^^crt, v/hich in a very humble way is the method of
this thesis, may yield us new points of view and prepare
the way for more truly scientific experimenta cicn. It
ought to show us just where we are miost in the dark.
Necessary Limd tat ions Of Cur Treatment
Let us now develop a little m.ore a point we have
already touched upon. We said that the last quotation
from Pishop Trent needed qualification:- A worthy motive
does not always turn v/hat is base into gold. Good
intentions are not enough in this complex life of ours.
In speaking just above of the need for scientific
experimentation, we said that the personality was a
unit and that the motives were only OftS of the "pendu-
lum.s" producing the action of the individual at any
given moment. V/e must not, as we value truth, depart-
mentalize any organism: too rigidly. For the sake of
specializationj as for example in this thesjs, it is
necessarv- to do this to somie extent. Put we miust always
be aware c-^ th-- principle em.bodied in that well-knovxn
phrase,— "oi.her things being equal."
Professor Reinhold Hi ebuhr brings out this limit-
ation of the miotives quite clearly in the following:
"....good miOtive is not the iguarantor of
1
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right action, aiici it becomes decreasingly so as
human relations grow more complex*... in certain
intimate relations good motives may 'ce applied
automatically; but in complex relations good
intentions, when not accompanied by the kind of
intelligence v;hich can analyze the situation in
v;hich the action takes place and- guage its
effects, are of comparatively m.inor ir::portance . "
(13)
And many years ago The Edinburgh Review stated
the situation in these words:
"An exclusively int-ellec tual education leads,
by a very obvious process, to hard-he artedness and
the contempt of all mtoral influences. An exclu-
sively m.oral education tends to fatuity by the
over-excitement of the sensibilities. An exclusively
religious education ends in insanity, if it do not
take a directly opposite course and lead to atheism,"
(13, Titlepage)
The motives furnish the ends or goals of life; but
these must be guided and directed into useful channels
by intelligence; and both m.otives and intelligence must
be grounded in reliable habits or behavior. Only then
have we a character that can stand securely and function
fruitfully. In many present-day attem.pts at character
education one or more of these elements is ignored. Some
religionists, for exam^ple, stress attitudes of reverence
and humility ^o the point v/here real harm; is done to the
rational mind. As I'orman Richardson v;ell says:
"To spend one^s days practicing reverence
for sacred things but ignoring the fact thst
millions of neighbors carry terrible burdens of
(12) iJiebuhj", Reinhold. The Y/orld Tomorrow,
October, 1931, p. 325.
(13) Chandler, Ivlary G.
,
Elements of Character. Poston
T. H. Carter & Sons, 1868.
i
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ignorence, disease, poverty, rnoral delinquency,
fatigue, and religious superstition, is to foster
weakness of character. .. .The religious educator v<rho is
out of touch with and out of sympathy with the findings
of modern social, economic, medical and educational
science, belongs to sorr.e former period in the historical
evolution of our Christian civilization." (14, p. 717)
On the other hand, those character educators in our
public schools who stress the need for developing "trait
actions" to the neglect of the finer and higher appreci-
ations and attitudes are failing just as dismally. We
must stress the point of wholeness and symmetr^^ in
character development. The total situation and person-
ality must never be lost sight of by any of the agencies
now at work in the field of human relations, mental
hygiene, religious and character education. And any
fully adequate study of hum.an motives will take cogniz-
ance of the whole personality and the entire field of
life.
SUI^HIAHY
.
Character education is much to the front
just now in our public school circles, but its advocates
seem to lack an adequate conception of the nature and
importance of the religious motives. It is generally
admitted, however, that the problemi of motives iB
central in all character development; personal experience,
the teaching of the great S^ers^ the opinions of modern
educators, the practice of the police—all concur in this
view. And yet little or no scientific v/ork has been done

in this field. A beginning has been made in such work as
that of Professors Kartshorne and May, and much pertinent
material lies at hand in such fields as human relations,
mental hygiene, biography and sacred history. The find-
ings of these fields as they bear upon the problem of
motives need to be correlated into a unified body of
thought. This thesis attempts a beginning in that
direction with respect to the motives of religion
especially. We must of course avoid the mistake of
thinking that motives are enough; "good ri;Otive is not
the guarantor of right action," As the behaviorists
insist, what a person does is very important.
Intelligence and trait actions, as well as motives,
are essential to sound character. While in this study
we must necessarily limit our attention to the motives,
we shall strive to keep in mind the principle in these
oft quoted words— "other things being equal."
In the ordinary use of the term "moxive" we have
no difficulty in understanding what is meant. Put for
our purposes we shall need a n.cre scientific definition.
Some distinctions will be of aid. For inso^nce, wherein
does "motive "'differ froi.. "incentive" and "interest"?
(14) Richardson, ITorman E. Character Education and
Religious Education . Religious Education, Oct. 1928,
p. 717.
II. THE PSYCHOLOGY OF IIOTIVATIOIT
I.
f
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Obviously-; an incentive is external to the person-
ality. Give a boy fift]'- cents to clean the snov; off your
walk and you have given hin: an incentive, Kis motives
may be sever al^ lov: or high^ depending upon the use he
wishes to make of the money. He may v/ant to helrj his
mother cr to buy some toy for himself or to do both.
In other ?iords, incentives are outward stimuli and
motives are more in the nature of "urges" within the
individual which react in response.
A. refinition of Ilotive.
Obviously also, "a motive to work is larger than
an int-^rest in work." This distinction is even more
fundam.ental . For the will of the individual is involved
in selecting some ideal or interest and making it a
motive. Thus Professors VJilson, in The Moti vation of
School Y/orkj say:
"Our interests incline us more or less strongly
to do many things, but action in the way of realizing
them will not occur until we have stamped one or more
of them as being good for us. The moment I stam.p my
interest in the educational book I saw in the book-
shop "Window,—the moment that I decide that it will
help me in m.y work to possess it,—acquiring it
becomes my goal for realization. Interest may hold
my attention actively upon a desired end, but motive
renders me aggressive in securing it for myself. I
go into the shop and buy the book..,. It is clear
that motivation is accomplished whenever the student
sees sufficient reason for the v^ork he is doing, and
appreciates its value to him personally, and whenever
his effort is directed toward the accomplishment s±
of some longed-for end, near or remote. As soon as a
student definioely accepts and pursues an i de al, it
becones a mccive in his life which determines all of
the efforts he puts forth in seeking to realize it,"
(15) (Italics mine)
(15) V/ilson, K. P. and G-. 'A, The I^otivation of School
Work
. Boston: 'Houghton Mifflin Co., 1925., PP 22, 33.
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This same necessity for voluntiiT 3/ choice of an
interest or a goal as rationally conceived to make it
a Kiotive is v?ry clearly brought out by another writer
as follows:
1^ "It is altogether a fallacy to regard motives
as so many extraneous inducements pressing on the
nan's will in contrary directions, the relative impott-
ance of which is accurately estin-ated by his under-
standing, and, according to the preponderc^nce of y;hich,
the man decides to act ... .Hot ives. ... have wBight only
as the vfil]. inclines tov/ards them. Motives^ indeed,
are not the things by which the will is moved, but t he
movements of the will in certain directions. The
reasons why we should" act in a specific way, and why
we should not act in a contrary manner, are ^iiatters
which belong to the understanding; these reasons do
not become m.otives until the will has appropriated
them., and moves itself in their direction. Opposing
reasons may become opposite miotives; but the balance
is struck between them, and the conduct is determined
by tha v;ill givinp; wei ght to the reasons which it
pref-rsj and thus by Tts preferenc e rendering them its
motives of action." (16)
S":!!! another useful distinction is given by
Captain J, A. Had field in Psychology and Liorcls;
"Eefore we can understand our motives of
conduct, we miust understand what we mean by
*miotive'. The confusion in which we find our-
selves is due to the fact that we use ^motive'
in two senses— the priiiary or initial motive
and the end m.otive .... So
,
using the term, motive
as the 'end motive', we may say that a man's
motive was the good of his fellows, to serve his
country, to do his duty. V'e m.ay with equal truth
say that his motive is hJ.s self-di splay, his
gregarious instinct, or his craving for appro-
bation. This is his 'primary motive'. (17)
Poth "end" and "initial" miotives are very often
unconscious, if not usually so. Few people reflect ver''*
(16) "A Pible Student." Chr.rac t er, It.^ Flemerts and
Pev-^-lopment
.
London: Jarres Speirs, 1875^ pp 112,113.
(17) Hadiield, J. A. Psychology and Llorals. Ilev: York;
Robert IvI. McPride Ho., 1S35, p. 834.
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seriously and intelligsntly upon thoir motives. A
preacher n.ay imagine that he is movod by pure zeal
for the truth for the sake of life, when one motive
for his Icifcors
—
perhaps even the end motive— is
his love of self-display and importance. He is
choosing, nevertheless, among his n:Gtives all the
time, even unconsciously or without reflection, by
the thoughts he ent-^rtrins; that is, he is exercis-
ing preferences betvveen ideals of v;hich he in
some measure conscious; and in time, if he tends to
choose wisely, he is lifted into a deeper insight
and will and into an ever hi-gher and purer end
mot i ve
.
This point is made by Professor H. II. Korne in his
work The Philosophy Of Education:
"9nce it is recognized that the mind is a unity
with a aiversity of functions, the question of free-
dom is reopened in a new way. On this basis it is no
longer possible to say that the will is not free if it
follows the strongest motive; for the strongest motive
itself is a product of the energetic, or attentive,
aspect of consciousness, Thj::.ugh attending to an idea
the mind makes its motive, and thramgh attending to one
idea to the exclusion of others, it makes the stronges t
motive . The strength of motives is not a given datum,
like color or noise; it is the repelling or appealing
quality of an idea generated under the lens of
attention, A casual glance of the mind over its present
ideas reveals a series of strengths quite different
from a studied scrutiny with a viev; to selection among
them. To dwell upon a forbidden line of conduct may
enhance its appealing power; to wait and listen to the
still small voice of right may magnify its volume till
it seemis to drovm all other sounds. Thus it may not
infrequently happen that a motive weakest at the start
is strongest at the finish. To follow such a mind-
made motive is not to be (determined, but to be self-
determined, that is, to be free. If the mind in its
selection of ends of action makes us free, then are we
free indeed. The act of choice between conflicting
motives, so frequently identified with the question
of freedom!, and so frequently, too, an apparently
#
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fated affair in view cf the final strength of the
motive to which we yield, is itself but the culrrdnati on
of the free mental process of attention." (P. 378)
A motive, then, is a free creation of the will's
movement or favoring response to an idea presented to it.
(0 It is the union of free volition and rational judgment.
SUJE'IARY . Motives differ from incentives or interests
in being created by acts of free selection on the part of
the will. They are the offspring of the union of an.^impulse
of the will and an idea of the thought, numerous motives,
both "end" and "initial", cooperate in any act. The
strength of the motive is the result of "the free mental
process of attention".
P. The Problem Of Integration
We cannot pass all at once from a selfish to
an altruistic end motive. Even "sudden" conversion,
as in the case of St. Paul, has a long history back
of it. The processes of v/hat is term.ed "regenera-
tion" or "integration" are often very slow in
operation. We turn nov; to the consideration of the
nec-essity and naturij of this integration of character
and of the part played in it by the motives.
1 . The Neces sity For A reenter.
Like the solar system and thf^ atoxi., and indeed
^ all things in nature, the unification of the person-
ality requires a center, some princi;-le or motive
universal enough and strong enough to convert, oust.
f
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or absorb into harmony v/ith itself all conflicting
motives and ideals and interests, "!To man can serve
two masters," as Jesus expressed it. There cannot
be two centers to one circle; no man can walk in tv«ro
different directions at the same time. Even the
gangster appreciates this necessity; as witness his
scorn and treatment of "double-crossing".
Only in this way can unity and simplicity arise
out of diversity and complexity. The universe in
which we live, these personalities which are ours,
are very complex and full of confusing problems and
conflicting instincts. Put it is the faith of science
and of religion that within and back of everything
there is an order, a system., and hence some unifying
principle and motive. Discover and apply this and
you unravel, simplify and unify a thousand conflicts
and problems. For example, Darwin's grand theory of
evolution brought a multitude of perplexing and un-
related facts and processor's into an amazinfflv simple
order. This has happened again and again in the field
01 science. And every thinking man knows that it has
happened again and again in his own mind. Paffled,
confused and perplexed, struggling vainly to "make
sense" of some problem in his business or moral life,
he has "hit upon" a principle so elemental or so
universal, so all-pervading that it has brought har-
mony out 01 chaos and worked "miracles" when applied.
I't
The same thing has happened again and again in the
field of the instinctive emotions. Captain Hadfield
gives several illustrations of this in ] .. ' ' , . T he
Psychology of Power (18). He stresses in particular the
unifying pov;er of r ligious faith and confidence,
P-eset like St. Paul \¥ith one motive in his "inner nian"
and another conflicting motive in his "members", man]'' a
man has not found unification and peace until one over-
powering motive has gained possession of him., either
suddenly or gradually, and filled all parts of his being
wi Gh its purposes. The very simple experience of
settling any problem of daily life illustrates this
necessity for and process of unification, ''"'hen one
love pervades the heart of the lovor, and his mind and
will are not distracted bet'-veen two, hov; easily his
"lower passions" come to heel and serve his hio;her life
or motives with steady reliance and consistency, TJhen
one motive pervades every part of a personality, each
part as it were loves and aids the other, as members
of one body. The unity and harmony of a system asserts
itself.
This law also rules in the social order. Let the
threat of war arise and how quickly and how efficiently
the whole nation is knit together around the common
motive of self-pr otect ion, A harm.ony and a cooperation
of part with part for the good of bhe whole, so difficult
(18) liadfield, J. S. The Psycholog^y of Power
. New York:
Macmillan, 1930.

to achieve even today in tin.ss of peace, arises almost
over night. True, it falls apart again wh&n the fear
of the enemy is rrruov^d; becav?'^^ -is we have sai^, the
fear -niO Give is never adequate for a permanent inte-
gration.
3. The Competit ive and Social iiotives
Unification, then, whether individual or social,
intellectual and emotional and volitional, requires
centralization. What principle or n.otive,—a motive,
remember, is a principle or interest voluntarily
chosen by the will,—is adequate to secure a permanent
and harmonious integration of the individual and /ad
social order? When we scop to reflect upon it, we
realize that there are at bottom only two miaster
motives. As Pi shop Trent well says:
"All motives can be classed under one of the
other of two heads,—competitive or social. Indeed
I might go farther and say there are but tv;o
motives which dispute the right to supr emiacj'-, the
distinguishing character of each being sufficiently
described by the foregoing term.s. All other
claimants for the control of purpose belong to the
competitive or social lam.ily, in the relation of
children to parent. The com.petitive m.otive has for
its cent.'^r a mian, and the social for its center
man. " ( Ibid
, p, ^)
•a» As Seen In Exper ience
It is ! only natural that the m^otive of
self-interest or the con.pe titi ve motive in its more
common form should anim.ate us all so greatly to begin
wioh. We ourselves at first occupy the center of know
ledge and interest from babyhood and are keenly aware
of our own appetitss and needs. Our s-nsi ti vsness to
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the needs of others requires a long process of education
and rr-.uch experience of it hat happens when we ignore
others, shall have occasion to refer to this fact
again when we come to discuss individual responsibility,
especially during childhood. A-s we know, even the
ideals of brotherly love and service inculcated in child-
hood and youth do not become controlling motives without
long years of conflict and frequently very bitter exper-
ience. "The spirit is willing, but the flesh is weak."
We may in the quiet of the study-hall or the church
will this ideal with all cur hearts, but when we get horas
wijh the family or back in the competitive struggle of
business and interests clash in the concrete problems
and situations of life, we find that our academic
dreaming and vvilling has noo been suiiicienwly influen-
tial to establish firmly the proper motive. >Te need to
compel out selves for lonp; year? to do what reason tells
us is right, before we can always count upon our Avills
and behavior in any and all temptations.
We shall discuss this repolution of ccnflir^ts rrd
this habituation of mooivss la'^-^r. Krre .; < r.^ inucr-
ested to notioe the reason why, although all men see
the necessity for a strong centralization of life, yet all
men fear chat cen cralizat ion. The reaoon is not far to
seek. There is of course the necessity for the sacri-
fice of s--'lf— "He that »vould seek to save his li f shall
lose it!" Something in us must "die", as it were, that
'I
r
the best may live. Put another reason is also present.
In the individual the power of a bad habit is well
known. It can make a slave of a man. In the state the
power of a bad ruler or class is also well knov/n.
Intellectual conflicts, emotional conflicts,
industrial conflicts, national conflicts, world wars
—
what do the^r all mean? Olearly, they are all conflicts
arising out of the fears and slaveries caused by the
dominance of the competitive motive. The competitive
motive, when it takes first place, is always at war with
itself and is blind even to its own ultimate best
interests, seeing chiefly the immediate selfish advan-
tages of uhe hour. V^hen Ilapoleon, for instance, sought
to create a United States of Europe out of the conflict-
ing nationalities, he used the centrali ^ling motives of
force and fear—children of the competitive motive.
And for that very reason he failed: "He who takes the
sv7ord (of the com.petitive motive) v/ill perish with the
8v;ord. " For other, properly higher and stronger motives
more central in human nature and the universal order,
such as the love of freedom, national independence, etc.
will rebel. It was for this reason that Napoleon's
efforts came to naught.
If, then, we undertake to integrate the individual
life and the social order on sound principles, so that
the "hell" of disintegration and the need of force
will not arise again, it must be done by means of the

highest and best motives at our command. These
universally supreme and regal motives must be made
central bjid all-pov/erful within each individual and
viTithin :he social order. Moreover, they cannot for
obvious reasons come into control by external force,
but only by voluntary self -compulsion and democratic
actionj O'cherwiss they are merely external and spurious
and not central and genuine and hence all-pervading.
Take an illustration of this last statement that
is very much to zhe fore right nov;, the prohibition
question. It seems probable that voluntary self-
coniircl in the matter of the drink habit has not yet
been achieved by a majority of zhe people. The social
motive of self-control for the ;;ood of all must reign
with i; he raa j or i t y b e i or e his or any c ommon 1 aw of
the land will be adequately observed. A compelled
temperance begets violations and anti-social behavior
of necessity whenever the policeman is "around the
corner." IJo nation can endure as a harm.onious family
until social motives are central enough to make the
people will volunbaril y the ideals which the laws seek
to enforce.
A thousand illustrations of this necessity are
all about us. Fan.ily li.^e, for instance, needs a
strong love of home and family unity to overcome the
disintegrating force of indi vidualismi on the part of
its members. We would have no divorces if rrrutuc,!
0
lovs were a re&litY between husband and wife, and
instead of each seeking nov; and. again to "boss" ohe
other, mutual consideration and forbear vine e and self-
sacrifice controlled them both. These virtues are the
children of the divine and social motives. The social
motive, moreover, is the true spirit of all democracy.
In Russia right now we see the social r^.otive taking the
place of the competitive motive in the industrial order.
Our own economic system is a veritable sham.bles of com-
petitive strife and greed and duplication of effort.
Nor will any rational system, of industrial planning 'and
unif icationj-the only hops of overcoming depressions
and internal frictions,- be possible until the motive
of the common good overcomes the motive of private and
sectional gain.
Industrial democracy, som-e think, is just aroun(^ the
corner. I tuu-ij u o, '8ut things do not seem very bright
in this regard just at present. Our educational and
religious systems must get back of the inculcation of
the social and divine motives much more efficiently
than they do today before we shall raise up a genera-
tion with a, social conscience adequate to save the
situation,—adequate, that is, to withstand and triumph
over the terrific temptations to selfishness presented
by our present social order (or, rather, disorder).
Put when the social motive becon.e^v truly king, what
peace and beauty come to light.' Who has not seen with
delight the tender consideration of two old people whose

hearts ere omly one in the bondage of a strong and
transfiguring love! (Such "bondage", by the way, is
the truest freecLoru. ) And hivre and there some little
society, a home or a church or a class-room under the
leadership of a strong and loving personality, exhibits
this same peaceful harmony and efficiency. The
historical illustration of Jesus and his disciples is
familiar to g11, although here too, as we shall notice
later, the competitive motive often threatened to dis-
rupt that little society. Only in our Lord Himself did
it reach perfection. It reached high levels in such men
as St. Augustine and Abraham Lincoln and Phillips Prooks.
And its tremendous power to unify life and pacify dis-
cords is abundantly illustrated in the lives and works
of such men.
If we ask, what becomes of the competitive motive
and its instincts in such personalities and in such
societies, we behold a 'truly marvellous transformation.
The natural instincts of self-preservation, pugnacity,
possession, etc. are hot destroyed, as indeed it is
more than doubtful if any instinct can be, but they are
transformed from things of ugliness to things of beauty
and usefulness. In a story told by Dr. Wishart,
President of Wooster College, this appears in a typical
way. The wife of another university pre sident ' enter-
tained many English guest o, '.lov/ English gentlemen have
the habit cf putting their shoes outside their bedroom

doors at night to be cleaned. Put the American servants
in this lad3''s home scorned such a menial task. It was
beneath their dignity. The lady herself, therefore, a
gentle and cultured womian, polished her English guests
shoes with her own hands. And she did this with an
ease and naturalness of manner that bespoke her true
greatness. Her servants were too self-centered, too
competitive in regard to worldljr preferences and dig-
nities, for such a task. How shabby their conduct and
its motive appears! Their mistreas, on the other hand,
was too neighborly minded or socially minded to think
of such trivialities. Her regard for others was too
central a thing in her heart and life for her to be
humbled by even the lov/liest of tasks. She could
"compete" even with her ov;n servants in acts of friend-
ship. This is "Christian competition". Such plays
as The Servant in the House illustrate this samie trans-'
formation of the self-centered competitive motive into
this self-forgetful competition to be of real service
to others for their ov/n sakes. Thou^^hts and m.otives of
self-advantage
,
probably never v;holly absent, are in a
strictly subordinate place. 1.^e love our neighbor " as
ourselves"; and some love their nei^^hbor m.ore than
themselves^ and becorre "saints".
In shcro, when the social m.otive is rraster, and
the corrpetitive motive is servant, th^re is harm.cny and
peace in that individual or in that society.
If
1
In the industrial area also we have s few
successful illustrations of this, such as that of
Arthur ITash in his "Golden Rule Factory". Here a
social miracle was performed by one man with a dynamic
love for his fellow men. The philosophy on which his
social experiment was based is thus stated in his cv;n
words
:
"The fundamental thing in industrial
economics, as well as in all phases of human
relationships, is to adjust all conditions so
as to develop human beings of 'full stature'
throbbing wivh that 'more abundant life' which
the Christ came that we might have. In other
words, ability, energy, and wealth should be
devoted to the developi^ent of men and women.
If our institutions are built on this philos-
ophy, we m;ay rest assured that they are on a
solid foundation, and will withstand all
storms." (19)
The hisuory of the Christian Church and the
history of the rise and progress of democracy depict
the gradual development of the social motive amiOng
men; although all too often, alas.' its decay also.
h. As Seen In The Fible
i
In the Fible we are shown one of the sharpest
contrasts between the social miotive and the competi-
tive m^otive. The rewards for which we usually work
as children and for which we labor in maturity are
often very far aparo; as far apart as were the children
(is) Hash, Arthur, The Golden Rule In Pusiness .
Hew York: Revell, 1983.
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of Israel v/ho worshipped the Golden Calf from the
Christian disciples who after the resurrection of their
Lord sacrificed life and fortune that His continuing
Presence or "grace and truth" might abide with them and
become the salvation of the v;orld as it had of themselves.
"The law was given by Moses, but grace and truth came
by Jesus Christ .
"
As Professor W. W. Charters correctly observes:
"
. , . . rev/ards may be material or spiritual.
When Job underv/ent his test, he was given material
rewards in the form of lands, cattle, and children.
Material rewards, hov;ever, do not always follow a
good action; very frequently a man sacrifices
wealth for a superior end, a quiet conscience, or
the approval of his friends. If we were compelled
to confine our satisfaction to material ends, the
principle that we do only that which is satisfying
would not hold; but when we allow for spiritual
rewards as well, we say that the man who sacrifices
wealth to personal ideals achieves his enduring
reward perhaps to a greater degree than he would
if he grasped his wealth," (SO)
The Pible narrative runs from the "leeks and
cucumb3rs" of Egypt to the "treasure in the heavens
that faileth not". The Old Testament morality was
chiefly that of rigid moval codes enforced from without
by material rewards and penalties appealing to motives
of fear and expediency and material gain. The
motives of the vast m:ajority of the peoples of those
times were entirely on this low level. Even "the love
of God" was conditioned and buttressed by the benefits
of a material sort accruing therefrom: "Doth Job serve
(so) Charters, W. W. The Teaching of Ideals >
ITew York: Ilacmillan, 1939.
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God for nought?" In the case of Job, however, we have
an apparent exception. Put the Book of Job seems to
have been a late composition and reflects in story form
an ideal which is mere properly that of the New Testa-
ment. The character of Joseph is the most nearly
Christian character in the Old Testament.
The contrast between Old and New Testament moral-
ity and ffiOtivation is nowhere more sharply shown than
in the two scenes of the giving of the Ten Commandments
from Kt. Sinai and the Sermon on the Mount from the '.It.
of Peatitudes. The black cloud over Sinai, the harsh
thunders and terrifying earthquake, bespeak the effort
to get a m.orality or socially fruitful behavior by
force. The stubborn heart of that herd of Egyptian
slaves was not after such a self-restraining law as the
Ten Comjfiandments . No unity could be secured am.ong them,
however, at that level of spiritual evolution, in any
other way. On the other hand, the quiet voice of the
Son of Man on the Mt. of Peatitudes, pleading for an
inner miotive of love, to bs secured by cleansing "the
inside of the cup and the platter" of mind and heart of
wrong thinking and feeling, saying, "It was said to
them of old time. Thou shLlc not kill ; but I say unto
you, whosoever is angry with his brother shall be in
danger of the judgment,"—this is an apr,eal to "come
up higher" by exercising an inner freedomi of choice, by
letting the will emibracs a higher and more interior
ideal, until the intrir.c-.ic beauty of spiritual values
1
and motives become so much beloved,—i;hao is central 3—
that spontaneitj^ in doing good succeeds outward
necessity or even inner self-com.pulsi on, A careful and
spiritually perceptive study of the entire Pible history
vjill li ^ that Ct^ chief purpose of this
Eook of Life is to reveal how men pass fror a morslity
based on force to a m.orality springing naturally and
spontaneously from the preferences of a wise and under-
si:andinc heart,-—from the rule of the competitive to
the rule of tha social motive.
Moreover, the m.ethcds of Jesus were and are the
only adequate methods, in essential principle, for
this character transfcrmiation or integration. Te
shall refer to these later when we discuss the
methods or "building appreciations and ideals" into
will and practice, that is, into central and controlling
motives,
SUIU'ARY. The conflict of motives requires integration.
As universal nature illustrates, and also the social order,
this m.eans centralization. TvvO op-osite motives struggle for
centrality; these we may call the "competitive" and the
"social" cctives. Personal and racial experience abundantly
illustrate the chaos or the slavery resulting from the leader-
ship of the individualistic m.otive. The fear of centralization
arises partly from this fact. On the other hand, when "good
will to men" reigns, there results harmony and peace. The
com.petitive motive is not then destroyed, but as a servant is
robbed of its poison. The Eible shows clearly the nature of
these two motives, and seeks to engender the social motive
as life's integrating center.
I
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C. The Function of the In Integration
Before we discuss the methods of the integration
of char act sr and of society about higher and higher
motives, we shall need to consider the nature of the
will. For the will is the man himself. It is the
most living and free force within us. It is the
integrating power in character formation. For it is
what creates the motive. It Is interior to the
reason, since every man reasons as he wills; and
motive is will united to reason. Williamx Jari^es, in
his essay on "The Till To Believe", has made this very
clear. "The wish is father to the thought" even in the
case of the most cold-'bloodsd scientist. In his case,
however, if he be a true scientist, the will to find
the truth and to love it at all costs to himself is
greaxar than the will to prove Ms own opinions regard-
less of facts and experiments. The will for the truth
is central among Mb m:0tive3, Moroover, the will is
also, at least potentially, master of the instinctive
em.otions. We know only too well how easily our emotions
disturb cur thinking and rrake it unreliable: strong
discipline is needed tha't a strong motive (an effective
union of will and intelligence) m^y control and unify
the emotions. The emotions, as we shall see, are the
steam, but the will is the governor. Put let us
examine some definitions of the v/ill.
•I
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1. What Do We Mean Ey Will?
I-f ..3 consr.li: Webgt-r find this definition
givsn by W. T. Harris. Ig is vjorth quoting at length:
"Will is one of the three great divisions into
which psychologists usually divide the pov^ers of the
Hiind (the others being cogni bicn and f eeling)
. . . , It
is the po?r.:-r of choosinKi also, the power of choosing
and of acting in accordance with choice; sornet irj,es,
in a broader scence, a disposition to ac t according;
to cer^a-in principle b^ or to ccnforr:.j in conduct and
thought, to general or ideal ends; as, the moral
will, the will to believe. ... OrigiriElly its ri;eaning
seems to have been desire, or coupled with an
ideal object or specific intention: hence, choice,
Fut hardly secondary is the supplementary notion of
power or efficiency, or of action leading to reali-
zation of desire, which in certain conceptions of
free will appears as an inward spontaneity or in-
itiative capable of running counter to all natural
iTiOt ives. . . , But th^e real basis of the controversy over
free will was the Ohristip^n doctrine of the fall and
the redemption of mankind, the question being whethsr
man unaided by divine grace could choose the right.
The elements of spontaneous activity and unconstrair>-
ed choice, thus emphasized, have becom.e salient in
the popular understanding of the ^erm., will and free
will being to all indents the same , . . . ^Lluch confusion
in theology has arisen from loosing sight of the true
meaning of the expression " God's grace ," which
properly understood does not efface man's freedom,
but , on the c ontr ar y , gives freed om or self-ac tivity.
To los';-: s i r. ^-1 of this m e an i n of grace i e_ to lose
si^^ht of the n.eaninr; of moral respcnsib'ility. Again,
to deny freedom on the ground that the will ie
governed by the strongest motive is to forget that a
motive is the product of the intellect, produced by
abstracting or thinking away the real and setting up
in its place an ideal more desirable. Hence both the
volition and the m.ctive itself are the creation o f
the £go and neither is an externaT'Hece ssi ty. Th
e
ideal which is the essence of the m.otive does not
exist as a real thing until the will realizes it.
To say a motive constrains the will is to say that
something acts before it exists.'" (Italics mine)
Here we see our definition of "motive" appearing
agair..,— c^s the fusion of will r.nd principle or ideal.
The vital fact here stated that true freedom., the power
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in temptations to choos'^ '-t^st as our r as son shows it
to us, or the power of vicuorious self-compulsion, is at
bottom or eesentiallj^ a gift of "grace", will be dealt
v/ith later.
Let us now look at William James' viev/ of the
will's powers of initiations and creation, which is very
much that already given bu , couched in quite dif-^!=r=>rt
lanciuage. Vve quoce from his chapter on this subject in
Talks To Teachers:
" In the narrower sense, acts of Y;ill are such
ac':s only as cannot be inattentively performed. A
distinct idea of vvhat they are, and a deliberate
fiat on the mind's part, must precede their execu-
tion. .. .Every one knows only too well how the miind
flinches from locking at considera'cions hostile to
the reigning mood or f eeling. . . . Our moral effort,
properly so called, termiinates in our holding fast
to the appropriate idea.... To think, in short , is
the secre t o f wil l, just as it is the secret' of
memory. , .TCur acts of voluntary attention, brief and
fitful as they are, are nevertheless m.omen::ous and
critical, determining; us, as they do, to hi,g;her
1 o\; 5r d e s t i nl a 8 .... A belief in free will and purel]'-
spiritual causation is still open to us.... It is
plain that such a question can be decided only by
general analogies, and not btt accurate observati ons«-
Considering the inner fitness of things, one would
rather think "chat the very first act of a v/ill
endowed with freedom should be to suslain the beli ef^
in the freedom itse lf. I accordingly believe freely
in my freedom; I'do so with the best of scientific
consciences, knowing that the predetermination of
the amount of m.y effort of attention can never
receive objective proof, and hoping that, whether
you follow m,y example in this respect or not, it
v;ill at least n.ake you see that such psycholo.j-^ical
and psychophysical theor ies as I hold do not
neccssc-ril y force a man to become a fatalist or a
material i st". "
(21: jojo. 168,186, 187, 169,191,193) ( It , li cs !.'ine
.
)
(Sl) James, William, Talks T o Teachers o n Psyc holop^y *
New York: Menry Hol'c, 1931.
II
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3. The Horul ^he.os of Fatalism
Professor C.C. Petsrs in Human Conduct (23) also
holds this view, following James in fact, and still
further develops and exemplifies tiie principles involved.
Instinctively, we all psrc^ive the moral chaos of
fatalism, under the influence of which all social and
moral responsibility at once vanishes. Professor
Clyde i.iacintosh has this to say on this head:
"If man is a free agent in the sense that
normally he can choose between alternatives each of
which is a genuine possibility, then he is a potent
factor for good or evil. Let us try to imiagine
what the condition of the v;orld would have been by
now, if all men had always done the best that was
possible for them as free agents, both in learning
what conduct was desirable and in doing it. Should
we not have had by this timie, on those coxiditicns,
a state of the world and of man that would be
morally and in n^any other respects beyond our high-
est present im.agination of the 'kingdoL'. of heaven'
on earth? Put this is only another way of saying
that it is man as a creative free agent, not God,
who is to be held responsible for all the evil
difference between that reilatively ideal state of
the world and its present evil condition. To be
responsible for the existence of free agents is
not to be responsible for their free acts; men
alone are responsible for their acts, in so far as
these are free, and for the evil c onsen;. -rcos of
their misuse of freedom.
"Put is man really a creative free agent? He
is not free except within con.parati vely narrow
limits, of course. He acts not only within the
limiits of the physical and social envir onm.ent , but
without being able to escape the at least partially
determining influence of his inherited nature and
acquired character. Put vfithin these narrow limits
it is conceivable and permissible to believe that
h3 ij able creatively to direct his attention,
de .:crr..:.n5 his mo tlve.a
.j and thus to some extent
transcend his already accuired character and deter-
(33) Peters, C. 0, Riman Conduct, pp, 373-291.
New York: Kacmillan, 1918.
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mine his nev7 character in the very act of will and
conduct which is that ne"w~charac ter ^ s first expres s-
ion . This at least is what he seems to himself to
be doing; his subjective intuition of freedom is
normially undoubted. Furthermore, if he be not thus
free, his whole consciousness of mcral obligation
and responsibility is a delusion. To believe in
m^an's limited but genuinely creative freedom is
logically permissible, morally necessary, and under
normal condijicns psycholo -^ically possible, or even
unavoidable
.
."Is it desirable thac man should be a free agent
in view of the evils for v/hich, as thus free, he may
become responsible? Yes, it is better to be free
than to be a mere miachine; without freedom there
could be no m.oral good, and though m.oral evil is
absolutely to be deplored, it can be corrected,
repudiated, and its consequences progressively over-
come." (23)
If the truch is known by its fruits, by its
practical value in experience, the truth of the freedom
of the will (in its "narrower" sense) is well estab-
lished. In many things we are .indeed the creatures of
determinism, but there is a true margin of freedo m, of
Choi ce in fixing the attention upon t he better ideal
until it becomes the motive for a new act and in tim.e
a nevf life. We should fix ir. the mind for all time these
words of Professor James,—
"
the very first ac t of a will
endowed with freedom should be to sustain the belief in
the freedom itself."
3
. Individual Responsibility
Is not the supremacy of the Christian conception of
moral responsibility and the will's freedom the root
(23) Macintosh, Douglass Clyde. Chri r :. j r.n Cc^ntu-ry
,
Ivlarch 10, lS32,p. 413.
(I
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cause of the supremacy of the YJest over the East? So
Bishop Trent thinks:
"The ere 30. of Islam which preaches n.ediocrit
y
has done little constructive v;ork. It must bo so
with every belief that underrates the extent of
individual responsibility. The Puddhist world, and
generally speaking nicst Oriental cults, are defic-
ient in definite achievement. The Western World,
under the tutelage of a religion that daily aims at
the impossible, is the world of achievement, though
not what it might be if it had faith as a grain of
miusxard seed." (Ibid, p. 110)
Of the will's responsibility to create and choose its
motives he says:
"Now the symbol and agent of power in the human
personality is will. Its first act, and if you wish,
its only absolutely free ac b, is to choose its
motive. This done motive in turn plays upon the
will that woed and won it, and upon the emotions
which always stand at the elbow of the will, and the
net result is purpose mounting into achievement.
The emotions are the first to feel the influence of
motive, and they respond by contributing to life
those beneficent agents known as good desires, which
form the raw material out: of v/hich character is
spun." (Ibid, p. 90)
This is also the view given by Professor J. A. Hadfield
in The Psychology of Power ( Ibid , p. 33). In short, it
is the freedom of the will, asserted as the will's
first responsible act and thence progressively widened,
that differentiates man fror; the anim.als:
"People who knov/ about insects tell us—and
very entertainingly—that these jointed peoples
who wear their skelebor.s outeide exhibit intelli-
gence comparable to ours, but that it is instinct
and not reason, because the insects follow precedent;
the bugs are intelligent, but legalistic, anri are at
the mercy of aliens who knov/ their laws."
a. In The Child
Put individual responsibility differs in the child
and the adult; except, of course, where the adult is
6I
I
still a child, as in cases of "prolonged infancy." The
child, as is v;ell known, is easily bowled over by temp-
tations, especially by dscisicns involving the choice of
ideals as yet be. ond his ai :.:reciaoicn. The child is
easily led this way and that by suggestion and example,
imitates the habits and custcims of his environment and
his elders, and is often the poor victim of a cruel and
mistaken discipline which exacts of him what he could
not possibly perform in the v/ay of "good" behavior with-
out years of training, and experience. As W,Vi;\ Charters
well says:
"Into this game of life with its bewildering
mass of rules, so complicated that no adult can
ffiaster them, completely , and upon whose interpre-
tation adults do not completely agree, each child
is suddenly injected. He brings with hirii somie
slight inherited skill—his instincts, reflexes,
and other inherited tendencies—to care for sone
of his reactions; but nine-tenths of the rules he
must learn de novo. How could he possibly guess
that one should never lift food on his knife?....
What child could learn without assistance to work
when he does not feel like doing so, or to tell
the truth in the fact of punishment? If his
actions are left to his own decision upon the
basis of his original tendencies, the probability
of his doing the 'right' specific thing would be
perhaps one in a hundred." ( Ibid
.
p. 26)
J^oreover, the child frOL. b-'.:^"^- is exclusively
occupied with the physical, with che necessity to eat
and play and grow. Things material, the delights of
the senses, are thus, even apart fron: an]' inherited
proclivity in this direction, his natural condition.
Appetite is stronger than any amount of lo^ic, as every
parent well knov/s. Until his experience has included
the higher and spiritual values of life he is not
•I
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responsible for doing many things against those values.
L'lany so-called "ssx-perver si ens" in children ar^ as normal
as eating at this age.
The problem, then, is one of spiritual evolution.
The general method m.ay be touched upon here, although
methods will occupy us in miors detail later. Professors
Wilson, seeing this fact of th- evolution of the miotives
from lower to higher levels, staie thus the method of
education this calls for:
"The problem of the miotivation of school work
is no m:ore one of finding miotives that v;ill in;pel
children to obtain larger results in their v;ork
than it is of cultivating in them, a feeling and
disposition to choose worthy, lofty, uplifting
motives. This is nioet effectively done, however,
by so org;£,ni zing our v/ork an:' m.ethods of rrocec-yre
that the pu^:il's cnerg;y is alv;ays entirely consumied
in his effort to realize son.e worthy end which is at
presant girnificrnt to him, even thoup;h this be a
relatively external motive , ^s he develops^ the se
ends will becomie more and more worthy". Under the
guidance of his teachers he will become more
desirous and capable of choosing the less selfish
and more rem-ote ends, and thus his mioral standards
will be elevated." ( Ibid
. p. 25) (italics mine.)
That is, he will as a m^atter of ^expediency and
habit and from, emictional im.pulses be conditioned in this
v/ay. I gravely doubt, as already intimitted in discuss-
ing the work of Hartshorne snd May, if the child under
twenty, say, has rraich^if anj^^ sta'' ili ty of m.otives or
character. Altruistic impulses \ conditionings and
habituations have indeed been created and are active,
but the:' not at all confirm.ed anci strongly central
as yet. Witness the terrific strugglc-3 adults have to
hold on to their youthful ideals in later life as evid-
ence of this view. !,'oreov~r, the will of th.^ ohlld is
GI
not independent as yet to choose according to mature
judgment and experience, I.uch trial and error will have
to make the teachings of adults meaningful and influen-
tial. A^ain; in so far as the child has any freedom of
chcict, he will love and do the "good" only if he \7ill, -^
the will cannot, even in th.^ case of the tender child,
be forced. It is the Holy -of .Kolie^ pt'^ is inviolate,
unless you "break the will" (if ohuz is really rcssicle?
and spoil the child for life, making him. the slave of
others as seemis to hapi-en in the cases of prolonged
infancy.
The will of the child, in short, is conditioned by
his understanding—he c:.x will only what he sees to be
desirable, and so can act only iromi motives which he
can appreciate. His may also be a very weak or a bad
will, inhibited on the one hand and coddled on the other
The fact that courts of law discount the testimony of
miinors and exercise a Icnienc;;' not given to adults
shows hOY/ cominon this perception of limited responsibil-
ity of the child is.
Professor F.O. Sisson expresses the situation in
this way:
"The deepest of all truths in human life is
the essentially social nature of man: that 'no
man liveth unto himself, » but that, to use
another phrase fror.. the same writer, 'we are all
members one of another.* These are no miere
figures cf speech, but are statements of fact;
he who lives unto himself ceases to be a man and
lapses into a mere animal in hum.an formi....The
second great truth of human life is the debt of
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the inclividual t o the community and the race; for
fron. them he receives life itself, and all that
makes that life worth while, Strenfflyj as it may
seem at first .glc.ncs, yet in fact inevitably, the
child has no conception of this second great social
truth; it is perhars less lik-^ly to dav/n upon hiiL
spontaneously than the first. ... The attitude of
most youn^. men tov;ards m;oney is a famiiliar case:
few indeed distinguish between .s;ett inp-. and earning;
,
or concern themselves seriously over the cuestion
whether they are rendering a fair and honorable
equivalent in service for what they receive in
money and the things that money buys.... All this
leads us most na'jurally to the third great •'^thicol
idea
—
the ideal of service
. 'Freely ye have
received; freely gi ve Finally, the ideal of
grateful service as the only honorable return for
benefits received should have power just in pro-
portion to thase benefits; it should appeal miost
powerfully to the most favored. ( Of this clso the
child has no conception; as witness the blirdr.ess
to this idecl of many hi,;hly favore:' adults. )"
U4: pp. 133,137,138",139,140. } (Parenthesis m in6 .
)
In childhood, therefore, we miust not be too
critical or dem^and too much. The familiar story of
the Hoy Scout is very typical and normal, it seem.s to
mie. A Scout did his daily good turn by shoveling the
snov/ fror:'. his neighbor's walk v/ith som^e aid from his
little brother. The lady of ^ouse thanked him and
offered him mioney for his work. Prompted by Scout lav;
the boy replied: "I'm a Scout, and mustn't take a rewa
for my daily good, turn." Then, looking at the money^
and hesitating a moment, he added:: "?ut my little
brother isn't a Scout— he can take it." This 'oy'e
v/ings of heavenly and unselfish motives were not yet
strong enough to lift him safely above the danger of
(34) Sisson, S. 0. The Essentials of Chp.racter
.
New York: 'lacmillan, 1910.
II
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falling ¥/hen 1; erupt at ion came to hin: in this subtle form.
Many mature adults, as we know, are in the same
condition, and perhaps many are not as r^' ^vonsi'ole as
our penal code implies, being but as ignorsno children
from, a variety of causes. "Father, forgive^ them, for
they know not whai they do," our Lord prayed. And again
He said to bhe Pharisees: "If ye had not seen, ye would
have had no sin. Put now ye say, see!'—therefore
your sin remains th."
As v/e have said, the selfish motivation of
obedience .to law from the standpoint of rewards and
punishm.'^nts of a matv^rial sort still reigns v/ith the
mass of mankind, and only a "remnant" serve and love
mercy and do justice from motives of pure reverence
and lov-3 for these "heavenly treasures" for their own
intrinsic worth and beauty.
In the case of children, therefore, and in the case
of many adults also, external motives or incentives are
a legitimate means of overcominp; the initial resistance
to an act or an ideal beyond their appreciation until
the act or the ideal itself has a chance , as they become
familiar with it, and are subjected to choices in" temp-
tations wit h reference to it, to make its own intrinsic
appeal, ancl co awaken som.e crue api-'r^ici ati on and desi re
for it. Kc-re is the heart of all methods of motivation,
as the Professors Wilson
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The measure of each one's responsibility is
/
secured, then, by asking this question: What motive can
he now appr.^ciate, an^ hor: strong is his love and
appreciation of it''
'
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"J-.J-^:- rl^L^-.'^-o j uile^uii-i: . . " ) We are to use our
best vvisdora anf. say: " If I understand this case
correctly , "chis individual is to be held account a".-lo
this extent .
"
^. In The Adult .
What, now, of the responsibility of the rratur-- and
really .intelligent adult? The following pregnant words
state hie grea'c responsibility admirably, it seems to me!
"If the problem cf adolescence is the problem
of achieving freedom from childish dependence, the
problem of mature life is "ohe problem of keeping
free; that is, of remaining sufficiently critical
of self and society so that one does not become
the helpless slave' of habit and convention, but
continues to be conscious of life's unrealized
possibilities, and to follow a moving goal in
quest of gre-ater fulness cf life. This is the
real problem of free will....
"In a sense, of course, the stabilizing of
character in mature life represents not a loss
but an increase of freedom. We are never so
much at the mercy of ex :3rnal circumstances
as when we are in a state of indecision. Again,
the limitations that we take upon ours-^lves when
we assume soj^e specific plan in the social order
are not all hampering limitations; in making
outselvss the willing servants of society we
become masters of circumstance as no solitary
Promethean indi vidualis could ever be. Yet no man
is really free if he permits the whole of his
I
later life to be determined "by his adolescent
decisions and the requirements of his chosen
calling. He must rerr-ain capable of growth^
capable of putting himself periodically into the
melting-pot again, and c on.in;!, out with a nev/ will,
focused upon new ideals .
"How can this be? Can a man (as llicodemus asked
Jesus) turn back the years and become a youth again?
Can he by willing change his will, or wipe the slate
clean of the results of his previous decisions?
There seems to be no direct way of escape from this
difficulty; but there is an ancient strategem by
which he may indirectly initiate a change in his
own will. It is beautifully s bated in one of the
v/isest books ever v/ritten, the Education of the
Wj 1
1
3 by Jules Payot. Payot points out th^t
(ironically enough) we have no direct pov;er over
our emotions, v/hich have great power over our
actions, and we have direct poY;er over our ideas,
which have little power over against our emotions.
He finds the way out of this impasse in the
practice of reflective medita t ion, v;hich consists
in holdin;- ideas in the mind long enough to enable
thsm to form emoticnal connections (i.e. "to ripen
into sentiments) and which tends in this fashion
to break up the crust of habit and create a nev;
T/i 1 1 . Religious worship, which periodically with-
draws the self from the exergencies of daily life
and sets it in fche ^re-^ence of the highest idea
io is car^able of comprehending, accomplish es t he
same r 3 suit in a preeminent degree . Such practice
is absolutely necessary, if the self is not to
become completely m.echanized, and completely
mastered by the haphazard stimuli of its environ-
ment. (35)
This gives the responsibility of the adult vath.
respect to his own soul, in saving his character from
becoming stiff and set as so often happens and with
such tragic results. We can be "born again" as often
as may be necessary to keep growing, and by the
methods above suggested, lon^ known to the Christian
Church, The responsibility of the adult to undo
(35) Horton, Walter U. A Psychological Approach To
Theology
, pp 61-63. New York: Harpers, 1£31^
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^stA past mistakes not Gnlj in himself but also in the
social order is also clear ^ as Dr. Macintosh pointed
out above (p. 37). The extent to which he can be held
accountable for these mistakes^ we must leave to God
to decide. Put the very moment he realizes tha'c he
lias made ni stakes, or that his fathers have done so,
and sees the way out into a better situation, he is
"damned" if he allows himself or ot he r s , w hen he c an
help it to stagnate in the midst of them and to
* y &
cultivate in ease his " vested interest s".
We adults need the great stimulus given us in
the promises of the rise-n Lord in Revelation "to him
that overcometh". For example, "Him that overcometh
v/ill I make a pillar in the temple of my God." What
greater stimiulation could be giveni To become a
means, by virtue of our strength and uprightness, of
supporting the universal divine order of life, -to
become a "pillar of society", a strong erect servant
of man, --here is an ideal to inspire us to our utmost
endeavors to grow ourselves and to foster the grov/th
of the social order tov/ards the ideal of "the kingdom
of God". Our responsibilities are those of men who
know that they are "made in the image and likeness of
God.'
"
4. Overcoming the Temptations Induced by a Divided Will
This brings us to the heart of our subject, to the
great subject of temptations, or the use of the will in
the resolution of conflicts among our instinctive
fI
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eiiiOoions and cur lower and higher motives under the
kin.?;3hiT-- of some one "ruling motive ". Motives are
created i^-" choices of the will, but the will itself
is prodea aiid strengthened in behalf of certain
motives by means of temptations, just as the muscles
of the arm are developed bj^ cv'?^rcor;:ing the resistences
offered by the inertia of matter or opposing forces.
"Dicker things being equal/'—only when other things
axe equal, when the forces on both sides of a conflict
are sufficiently in balance to enable the will, be it
strong or weak, to determine the final decision, t
o
reuain the ideal at the center of attention and action
lon^ enoufeh for adequate connections t o be built up
atid for it to become emotionally charged and so empower-
ed ,— only then can a terrptation be overcome and the
character integrated. And even then this may be but
the prelude to a still deeper temptation, when the new
motive is called upon to n.eet another old motive
equally intrenched and empowered by the same methods
in years (or ages!) gone by.
In the case of the Poy Scout above, other things
were not equal. He was put into a stituation the inner
nature of which was beyond his understanding. The wind
was not 3uf f ici f^ntly tempered to the lamb. Many
children and also adults suffer greatly in this v/ay.
Our prisons and insane aslyums are one result, in all
probability, to no small degree.
't
.
.1
Life is filled with conflicts. It seems strange
that it should be so, v/han one is persuaded of the
benevolence of the Creator. And yet, as Dr. Macintosh
said above, how inevitable it must be if the will of man
is indeed free in spiritual matters— in miatters of
choice betvjeen m.otivesi There could be no character
growth or spiritual evolution for the race except by-
means of the fact and the use of this freedom of the
will, unless man was to be a mere machine or automaton.
And the exercise of freedom of choice can be secured
only by means of contrasts and different degrees and
levels of values for choice.
a. Hereditary Tendencies and Social Tradition
Even the mistakes of the past are used, in this
view, to provide the environment needed for the exer-
cise of choice. "God makith even the wrath of m^an to
prai se HimJ
"
This fact of heredity and tradition and this
means of correc":ing its error? are worthy of a more
extended study that v;e can give them. here. Julian
Huxley states the situation in which we find ourselves
t hu s
:
"Today we know that, like each one of every
kind of animal and of plant which reproduces by
sexual rer-roduction, each one of us contains in
his cells an assortmient of chemical units,
certainly several hundreds or perhaps a few
thousands, and that these are the inetrumients of
destiny; these decide the limiits within which the
stream of our nature miust flow.
c
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"These unitb, or genes as they are called by-
biologists, .... are arranged in regular order and
we know that they are carried by certain visible
but microscopic organs of the cell called
chronioson-.es. ... Every kind of animal or plant has
its own particular number of chromo80n<e3—sweet
peas, for instance, fourteen; fruit flies eight;
wheat plants forty- two; human beings forty-eight,
"it y;ould take us too far afield to go into
all the details of the nature and behavior of this
strange gene-outfit v/ith which we were, one and
all, once and for all, equipped- at conception;
besides, they can be found today in the ordinary
textbooks. Let us, however, remind ourselves that,
using the card simile, the cards we each hold in
our cells constitute a double pack, one derived
from O'or father, one from our mother." (26)
It is thus, roughly pictured, that the choices
of our ancestors determdne our tendencies though
not our fates: the sins and the virtues of the fathers
are visited upon the children, but not in such a way
as to render them the helpless victims of the past,
except in the comparatively few cases of mental
degeneracy at birth. Pr . Robinson, in his famous
book The Mind In The Ivlaking
,
says uhat within us all
is the animal, the savage and the cultured man of the
past. We cannot here, as we said, go further into this
fascinating field of heredity and the part it plays in
the conflicts and temiptations of li fe^ individual and
social, buo v;ill assume what seems now well established
that here as in everything else we have a lot to do to
"clean up after others". (See Oonklin, Heredity and
Envir cnmient
, pp. 38—1C5. Also O.Vf, Saleeby, ?Ier edity .
Ch.lO.^
(26) Huxley, Julian. Vv Oman ' s Home 0 ompan i on ,
April, 1932, p. 20.
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In resolving the conflicts presented to us by the
relative values and motives of our present-day experi-
ence, we are also dsaling with tti^ good and bad choices
of past generations, ^'.'e are sharing responsibility
with the entire human race . This is one aspect of what
has been c&lled in Church History "the c or.iir.uni on of
saints"; or^ as is also true^ "th3 communion of sinners
The Method Of "Repentance"
.
The methods of resolution or re -integration or re-
generation have already been suggested. ^I'/e must
centralize the character and the social order about the
highest possible rrotiV'^ r't^^*-^ the sco"-^ of our
appreciation, by means of v/ise selective attention.
If, in the norm.al routine of daily living, we can
"com.pel ourselves" to resist in this v;ay the disinte-
grating tendencies and habits of self-seeking and
materialism, as they appear in the various forms of
success-seeking, mcn-"'3^-chasin£, pleasure-seeking,
"keeping up with the Jones," etc., we shall have over-
iUoL
come in^ .. tations. The process of "repentence" , as
this is celled, is not a sudden one, although it may
have its quick decisions and resistences, but a gradual
process over the space of many years. There is no
sudden salvation for anj*- of us. Temptation after
temptation, trial after trial, will fall upon us like
the rain and the storm, in the parable of The Two Houses
these will be of various degrees of intensity and on
•I
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various levels; they will come at different times and
under different circumstances; we shall be variously
successful or variously overcome by them. Put come
they will and come they must if we are to becorne a
unified personality with our hearts forever centered
in one Lord and liaster—the divine and social motives.
"It must needs be that evils ccrae." "Sufficient unto
the day is the evil thereof." In our Lord Himself we
have one "tempted in all points like as we are, yet
without sin." There^s no one of U8 v/ho can say this.'
Williamis Ja-^n.^s wisely v;arns us, hov\rever, against
too much merely negative thought. Ke says:
"It is clear that in general we ought, when-
ever we can, to employ the method of inhibition by
substitution. He v/hose life is based upon the word
'no,' v/ho tells the truth because a lie is wicked,
and who has constantly to grapple with his envious
and cowardly and m:ean propensities, is in an
inferior situation in every respect to what he
would be if the love of truth and magnanimity
positively possessed him from, the outset, and he
felt no inferior temptations. ... Spinoza long ago
wrote in his ethics that everything that a man can
avoid under the notion that it is bad he may also
avoid under the notion that something else is good.
He who habitually acts sub spec ie mali, under the
negative notion, the notion of the bad, is called
a slave by Spinoza. To him who acts habitually unde
the notion of good he gives the name of freeman."
( Ibid , p. 194)
Williami Jamies here suggests one test for deterrain
ing how far we have passed ov^r from a miorality by
force to a morality by innate love and liking. If we
still "pjrotest too much" it is a sign of our own
slavery; if we occupy ourselves with joy in things of
If t
love and service, we- have become "sons of the
"bridechamber , " to use our Lord's striking figure.
Phillips Prooks give anothar striking illustr&tion
of this difference in attitude of the free man and
the slave:
"The man who dares to laugh at a temptation
which he has felt and resisted is not yet wholly
safe out of its power. I name these tim.es then in
which the possibility of our own great wickedness
ap-ears to us..,. And now is it good for him to see
this? Will it help him. or harm him.? Perhaps it
is a question that id needless. He cannot help
him;8'5lf. He must see it. When it has once opened
to hirr., he cannot shut his eyes and forget it if
he would. He will see it still behind hie folded
lids. Put still we may ask the question. Will it
help or harmi him? And that will depend upon the
way it works in him. It may become in him either
paralysis or inspiration. One man sees hie danger
and stands powerless. Another man sees his danger
and every faculty is stung to its intensest
strength. It is like the way in which the know-'
ledge of the shortness of life may effect a man.
One man it fills with dismay; another man it turns
into a hero. What you want in both cases is to
realize the conviccion as a miotive, and not as a
mere emotion . I remember reading of how somieone
once asked a veteran surgeon what was the effect
of the constant sight of human pain v;hich filled
his life,— hovj he could bear it. And his answer
was wise and philosophical. He said that, as
near as he could state it, the sight of pain
ceased with the surgeon to act as a source of
emotion; but continue;^ to be effective as a motive
for action. The misery at seeing it passed away,
but the desire to relieve it grew stronger and
etronger. So I think it is with the best sense
of our danger of sin. !Tot as an emotion, not as
something that we sit down and weep over, but as
a motive, as something bhat miakes us watch and
work and pray, does it do its best work for us.
The knees need not tremble, nor the heart grow
sick. If the feet are set mor^ resolutely towards
goodness, and the hands lay hold miore firmJy upon
help, it is good for us to know how wicked WG miay
be, how great our dsnger ie." (37)
(27) Prooks, Phillips. Sermons , p. 256 London:
Richard D. Dickinson, 1892.
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o» The Law of Victory Stated .
All ideas are endowed v/ith "motor tendencies";
that is, every idea we cherish in our rriinds tends to
create inner and outer connections and so to weave
itself into character. Fvery public sp'^aker knows
how v/cndrously scn.e idea he has long been iriedit r.t irg
upon suddenly inspires him and develops seemingly in
a moment into an hour^s discourse, revealing numerous
connections established both consciously and un-
consciously by the maturating processes of the mind.
Professor Charles C. Peters expresses the consequences
of this lavj for character in overcoming temptations
as follows:
"And so, whatever has lodged itself in the
center of consciousness is dangerously (or perhaps
happily) near to expression in conduct. The
problem of coiitrolling action therefore reduces
itself to the more specific one of controlling
thought—of directing attertion, ' 1o thinkj '
says Professor James, ' to sustain a rtrpr esentation ^
is the only mioral act , * If we can keep our
attention fixsd in healthy directions—upon ends
which embody our ideals—right acts Vv'ill follow
as a matter of coi-irse. On the other hand, if
attention goos to matters v;hich are for us temp-
tations to evil, the giving of the attention is
the bew;inning of the act itself. ( ' As a man
thinketh in his heart, so is h^,') If the act
does not follow at once, it is only because some
counter idea is yet present near the focus' of
attention to block the free egress of the motor
impulse which the idea is tending to launch.
And ;just as soon as this inhibiting idea weakens
for a moment
—
just as soon as it can be coaxed or
argued into some sort of tem.porary lethargy— out
into the unfortunate conduct shoots the victor
idea." (38)
(28) Peter ^, ".0. Ruman Conduct ^ p. 142. I'ew York
Mac mi 11 an, 191^.
cI
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T^ut there axe oir;iSS; it is true, when the will
seems to be powerless. A sort of spiritual "paralysis"
exists, and the will cannot hold the attention upon the
ideal long enough for it to be effective and to make it
its efficient motive. On the one hand we have "the
exrlosive will," as seen in the impulsive person, and
Ox- whG o vher hand we have tliis "obstructed will", as
when one see-saws up and down in his mind and can make
no deci sion. One- aid suggested here is to rsm.ember that
every decision involves some loas and that some decision-
is better than none even if vie discover by trial and
error that it was unwise. As soon as one alternative is
thus put away, the other will flow forth into act.
Another type of the blocked or paralyzed will is seen in
the case of "shell shock" 7;here two cont rac^ictcrj'' ideas
or mccivcs,— :o fight and to run away,—lock horns and
cannot be disengaged by ordinary methods. The way out
of such terrible bondage is given by Captain Hedfiold
in The PsycholOKy of PoT;er ( Ibid ) , froL. his own ample
experience with such cases. In the moral realm the eaitie
situation is freruently m.et with hy parents and pastors
and social vvorlers, and a similar method of escape,
involving the use of suggestion and meditation to
develop cind strengthen a new C'^rt'r or motive, is to be
follov>red. It often happens that iG is the bad and
unmerciful habit of blaming others for one's sad plight,
Ic
1
which destroys the inner integrity of the r^an who for-
gives his enemiesj and thereby prevents release by
blocking the way to pov;er from within. "PlesGed are the
r..c:rciful^ for they shall obtain i^arcy/' is a ^b/cholo-
gical fact of terrific iruport. Coleridge's use of this
psychology of n.ercy in The Ancient Mariner is sound.
Socialist radiccils oi the non-Christian tj^pe often
display a hatred of their "enemies" that leads obviously
to th- frustration of their own perfectly justi-fisd
dx-or..: cclosr the social order.
Of course J v/here the wi^-l has becorLe so perverted
that it cannot longer be stimulated to anything good^
the case is ap.-arcnuly hopeless, and v«e can only with
infinite regreu leave the poor viccirr. to his "hell".
Th^f?? cases, I think likely, at least in this world of
prcca:ion, are rela:.ively few. And y^.t our prisons and
asylums will doubtless show many instances of this sort.
Prcf'='Spor Charters agre.">s with this prircir^l? for
the resolution of temptations by the cen alizbt ion of
the proper motives:
"Purnham (28) prescribes three interesting
essentials in the procedure: a task, a plan, and
freedom. He says, in effect, that we should
give the child v/orthy and purposeful tasks to
perform; we should encourage him to make his own
plans rather than deprive him. of that opportunity;
and we should give him freedom to carry them out.
This, he says, will produce integration. With
this we agree, because through these essentials
runs the method which produces integrtrcicn. This
(29) Hurnham, W. K. The Normal ::ind, pp 206-227.
ITew York: D. Applet on & Co.
,
1934.
1I'
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is the method of reason. Teach a man to think, and
integration will care for itself; for it is thjrough
reasoning that v?e set up and modify our final goals,
settle conflicts among our ideals, discover
X-^rinciplee of action, and evolve efficient methods
of "behavior. The tendencies vath v/hich we are born
will not carry us far along the road to integrity;
and inajor portion of the way is covered by intelli-
gence and reason." ( Ibid, . p. 340)
SUH"^ARY . The will's function in integration resides in
the fact that it is the most vital and free force within us^
having the power to create the miotives and to determiine by
its use of the attention their relative strength and hence
centrality. "The very first act of a will endowed with
freedom should be to sustain the belief in the freedom
itself." Any other view leads us into the moral chaos of
fatalism, Jiich determinism, of course, exists, but this
power of voluntary attention is most real and m.omentous.
In the child individual responsibility is severely limited
since his judgment is not yet formed; and hence, to protect
him from himself, he is under the authority of his elders.
For the mature adult— "other things being equal"—responsibility
is absolute. Ke is responsible for overcoming the temptations
induced by conflicting motives; and so to undo the mistakes of
the past and to create the future. Inhibition by substitution
is preferable whenever possible. Morbidity is to be over-
come by meking the conviction of sin a iLotive for action and
not a C£use for emotion. The law of self -conquest arises from
the fact that all ideas are endowed with "miotor tendencies" and
that the will has power to select its central ideas. Diseases
of the will can be cured in most cases, although complete
degeneracy does exist from the abuse of the will's use of the
attention.
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• The Mot ives, o f Religion .
VJe shall now consider this empovifering of the v/ill
c.nd integration of the character in connection with that
"grace of God" to which we have referred before (p. 35).
For we turn ai; this point to the topic of the r/iotives
of religion. The attitude of religionists has for eges
teen this one expressed by VTashington in his Farewell
Addre ss
;
"Of all the dispositions and habits which
lead to political prosperity, religion and morality
are indispensable supports ... .And let us with
caution indulge the supposition that morality can
be maintained without religion. Whatever may be
conceded to the influence of refined education on
minds of peculiar structure, reason and experience
both forbid us to expect that national m.orality
can prevail in exclusion of religious principle."
Is this position psychologically justified? What
part does religion play in saving men from disinte-
gration by leading them from the dom:in5nce of the
compe ti tiv^^ motives to the leodershJ.p of the social
and finally to that of the divine motives?
1 . Relio-ion Defined .
What is "religion"? Here is Webster's definition:
"Reli gion (as distinguished from, theology ) is
subjective, designating the feelings and acts of
men which relate to God. As distinguished from
morality , reli p;ion denotes the influences and
motives to human duty which are found in the char-
eccer and will of God, v/hile m.orslity describes
the duties to m:an, to v/hich true religi on always
influences,
"
The observance of rites and ceremonies, the
creating of ecclesiastical institutions, etc. are all
designed to focus the attention or the wil l upon those
ideals and principle s embodied in the concept of God
II
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until _fclie se iesue in savin^ motive s and a regenerated
life
.
Religion, in other words, is "the practice of
the presence of God" as each religionist conceives Him.
For Christians the ideal of God is the character of
^ Jesus
Ohristj the highest and best sin^bol of the
Infinite that v;e have knowledge of. Now two elements
stand out most prom.inently in the character of the
Christ, the concept of "the Father" and of human
brotherhood derived therefrom. In other words, the
ruling ideal or motive in the character and life of
Jesus is this conviction that the universe is spiritual
in its essential nature, benevolent in its purposes,
and pr ovidentiallj'' controlled by a loving Father-God
for the spiritual nurture of His children into His own
unselfish, v/ise and fruitful imiage and likeness. As
Swedenbcrg expresses it:
"The end of all creation is a heaven of
angels from the human race." ( Divine Providence,
p. 31)
Our Lord's "Two Great Comimandments" thus sum up all
"the law and the prophets". In the Sermion on the Mount
we have a sumr^ary statement of the attitudes and
motives of the Christian religion. These things, of
course, are axiomiatic throughout the Christian world,
and are found in some forn in all the ethnic religions,
3 , Motivating Power of Fell owship With The^ Divine
The power of the true Christian religion to trans-
form- character is well exemplified in the lives of the
"saints" of the Church, as witness St, Augustine's
I(t
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immortal Conf
e
seions. Yalliam James gives m.any
illustrations in his great v;ork on The Vari eties of
Reli^,iou8 Experience (30), especially in Chapter VIII
on "The Divided Self, And The Process of Its Unification.
That many nominal "Christians" past and present have
not achieved a human measure of this God-like character
means only that they have not chosen wisely to clo their
Lord's will. This He Himself said several times, as in
His parables of the Sheep and t he Goats, The Ten Vi rgins
The Two Houses, etc. True religion, as practiced and
taught by Jesus Himself, does not seek to force the will
of man, but to woo end win it. Our Lord is the "Pride-
groomi" and the Church is the "Pride." Hence the
tt »
Christian Church has often failed. The failure, how-
ever, is that of m.an in the abuse of his freedom of
will, and not that of genuine vital religion.
The power of religion to release the will from
bondage, even in very extrem.e cases, provided there is
still enough healthy will-power left to desire to be
released (called "faith" by Jesus), is well illustrated
in the follov;ing true story, told by May Thirza
Churchill in Spirit Power;
"A half dozen school girls formed a 'sm:Oker'.
They would meet in some secluded place and smoke
cigarettes just because they thought it v/as a smart
and racy thing to do. After some weeks of this
sport, they agreed to give up the club and stop
smioking. It was then that I heard of one girl 's
(30) Jamies, V/illiam. The Var i eties of Religious
Experience . Hew York: Longm.ans, Green and CoT 1908.
I I
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pitiable condition from her own lips:
"•All the girls said they would stop, and
they have,' she said, 'but I find I can't stop,"
"'What do you mean by saying you can't stop?'
I asked.
"'Vvhy, I stop for a time, and then the craving
comes over me so strong that I'd smoke at any cost,
I've done it over and over again, I just can't stop.
Lasz week I vowed I'd punish m.yself, if I ever did
it again, by telling you, and I've done it again.'
"'Don't you see you are walking on the edge of
a precipice?' I said. 'You are going to stop.' The
next time you smoke I am going to do the punishing
if you will agree to do whatever I say.
'
"She promised, and I left her with the assurance
that I should think out her punishmient at once and
put it in a sealed envelop to be called for the next
time she failed. A week or midre had passed when I
received this brief n.essage: 'I need the envelop,'
It was somie time before I heard how hard for her had
been the obedience to miy instructions, but she
carried them out to the letter. In a few weeks came
another request for the envelop, and again she held
herself to the stiff punishmient dem.anded. The third
envelop, however, was different. There was no
physical punishmient in it; it required no screwing
up of one's courage to do a hard thing; it apx)eared
80 sim:ple on the surface that, when she had read
it, she laughed in my face, saying:
"'That's perfectly ridiculous. It will never
do one bit of good; it is too easy to help anyone,'
"'Try it," I ansv/ered, 'and then report,'
"In two days she was exclaiming, 'I can't do
it; it's the hardest thing I ever did in my life.
It's absolutely impossible for m^e. You'll have to
write another,
'
"'I'To,' I said, 'you promiised to do as I told
you, and I hold you to your promise. Every
alternate Sunday I want your report on the time
spent in this way, '
"This was the task given. For ten minutes each
day she was to go alone and with shut eyes to think
this one thought: 'God is greater than this, and He
helps m.e to overcome. His Spirit in me cleanses m.e
from, this desire,' Spring lengthened into summer,
and there was no call for the fourth envelope.
School closed, and she left town for her vacation,
but regularly she miailed m.e her report. It was late
in July when there cam.e a joyous letter of victory.
'I have had three of the stiffest tem.ptations I ever
h^d, ' she wrote, 'and I don't even v;ant it, I'm
free,' I'm free,' I'm free!'
"This young friend of miine was no weak-willed
girl. From, earliest childhood she had shown a fear-
less, positive nature and had ruled her friends and
I
1
1
I
I
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family with a strong hand. If she had been lacking
in will power, she never would have held herself to
the hard tasks given; but neither will power, nor
dread of punishment, nor shame that followed fail-
ure—nothing held her back when possessed by the
craving; but when human m.eans failed, the power of
His Spirit conquered,
"In the effort to overcome by will there is
the tense nerve condition, the set jaw and clenched
fist attitude of »I won't do it; I won't.' In
overcomiing by the Spirit there is no tenseness, but
just a quiet relaxing, a loosening of nerve tension
and letting riis Spirit control. There is no habit
80 thoroughly ingrained but that it can be overcome
by this power," (3l)
Of course, it is possible to explai^^ this result on
purely psychological lines leaving out the Divine, Many
would do this, but err greatly in so doing, I ami con-
vinced. It is the function of one type of tem^p tat ions
to confirm within the life this Divine motive of trust
and reliance upon God instead of upon oneself without
God. The tem.ptation of this girl, however, was of
another type although involving this elemient also.
That is, she was doubtless placing too miuch reliance
upon "the s::one6" of this earth's interests and seeking
to "make them bread" as if her nature needed nothing
else, forgetting "that mian shall not live by bread alone
j
but by every word that proceedeth out of the m.outh of
God." Her capacity for spiritual living was restored by
this little demionstrat ion to her of her need for the
things of the spirit.
Eut the establishment of the Divine motive in life,
as we said, involves another type of tem:ptation
, in which,
(31) Churchill, May Thirza. Spirit Power
, New York:
E. P. Button, 1917. pp 53-55.
I ; I ;
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having reached "the pinnacle of the temple" of the
spiritual life v/e are tempted by pride and a feeling
of superiority to "cast ourselves down" again to
earth's level— that is, we tend to fall back into
slavery to the senses or the lower motives until we cease
to "tempt God" by this proud feeling-' of being supported
in our new and elevated position by our own power.
This, it V7ill be observed, is an additional devel-
opment of the subject of temptations. It states the
truth of a Divine process in character or miOtivation
developm.ent which it is important to have in m.ind in
discussing the motives of religion. V/e are not left
alone to fight out our battles. This feeling that the
way is already mapped out for us and thoroughly guarded
in every detail of it, "the very hairs of our heads
being num:bered" in tender concern and love, is basic in
awakening that love and trust in God which is the heart
of Religion.
^ The Meaning of "Grace".
The above illustration by Miss Churchill of
"the grace of God" is better in the eyes of the
religious man than any amount of theorizing. Irrelig-
ious m.en, of course, will choose to scorn it. The
Gospel^ hov/ever, is filled with similar illustrations,
as also is modern life, as witness such works as liar old
Pegbie's Twice Porn Men. A careful study of this heart
of Christianity is given by Br. Jamies Ivloffatt in a bock
1I
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only recently published, Grac e In The New Testament (32),
Let ir,e quote at length from his final summing up of
this imiportant study:
"The language of the New Testamient literature
about grace bears the unbroken accent of men who
are speaking out of a knowledge of the living God
which they owe to Jesus Christ,... A throb of new
life beats in every syllable about grace uttered
in the first century. ... The conception which the
various wri^iers strove to express, sometimes in
categories which have ceased to be real in our
own day, rem.ains a reality of religion still.
This holds its ground, v/ hat ever else be shaken,
this attitude towards God. ... It is one Quickening
fundamienta l of the O hrist i an faith tha t the
redemo3tion of the soul is'^not derived from^ any
nobility or"^ ability which is innat'e^ and that
the em:ancipati on of human life is sonething other
than the satisfaction of a m.e taphysical affinity
betvi/een the spirit of m.an and God. . .
.
Whatever
value miay reside i s such efforts to do justice
to human volitionB and instinct s, ~they do not
penetr ate to the secre't of the reliKiQus hojpe. . .
.
Between the pur e' m:oralist and the religious man
there is mutual suspici on. . . . One of the m.oralist's
miajcr counts against religious teaching is that
it renders man far too passive .... Put in all
fairness we must discrimdnate, . . . Py insisting that
'grace and faith ' are the primary factor in the
religious life, Christianity is not ignoring the
moral consciousness but urging that unless the
moral consciousness is to become feverish and
futile, "it must; include a transcendent order, or
rather, it miuet be includ ed in such an order
,
The miOralistic em.phasis upon the central imipcrt-
ance of man's striving and standards really
corresponds to the old Ptolemaic astronom^y, which
m^ade earth the axel of the universe, all heavenly
bodies revolving around it in their courses,...
^Vhen Chjrist ianity sounds the note of Grace, it is
upholding the new and true astronom.y of religion:
the world of human conduct moves within the sphere
of the Sun, deriving from the Centre its light and
impetus, and in that relationship is the final
clue to what we know and what we do. At the core
of the Go spel this conviction lies, that to be
thus humble, conscious of indebtedness t o God, is
to be strong, 'In the beginning God.,,. I/Ian shall
live by every 7:orJ that proceedeth out of the
(33) Moffat t, Jamies, Grace In The New Testaments
New York: Long and Smith, 1933.
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mouth of CTOd....God sent Plis Son that the world
t hr ough Ki rc rni g ht be saved.' Frorri such confi dence
in the God cf grace, and not fron. t he act i vi'sm that
scorns 'to t hink o f rnan" ae recep tive and responsive
,
real self-c onfidence arises, either' in the jlia£e
of mor al insight or of pow er to carry_ out the
ends and demands cf C-od which are thus revealed
to fai t h, . , . The desires and impulse's "of which man
become^s consc i ou s
T
"hi s t hOUf: ht s' and er'iOtions iii""
this r'^lat ions hip/ are ultimately elic l b'ed by"
t his "reali tyl . . . It^ is tlje" service of a truth lik®
grace i n Christianity tha t the recogni tilTn of it
evoke s at onc'e a viVid sense o~f the powe rs'^a'nd
duties of life_ and_^ a* corresponding perception
that in ohern. we becomie aware o f something or
Someoiie Qth'er than our selves'. »Any reading of
life in the termis of grace signifies that bel ief
in a good Va il at the hear t of things is
essenti al to an ad equat e se nse of m^oral
obligati'bn, and^ vice-ver sa . A rich conscj^u_snesj_
of God mean's a" rich consciousness of our fellows.
The gifts of God are made to the active mdnd and
will, and His gift of grace is no exception....
(And the gift of grace was the peculiar gift of
Jesus.) For in Jesus Chjrist as Lord the early
Christians were conscious that the Divine nature
had come into play on earth, ...As Paul taught,
one cannot hope to profit by the grace of the
Lord unless one enters into His m.ind of selfless,
thoughtful care of others; devotion to Him, has
no m.ean ing apart from His Spir i t of self-eac ri f
i
ce
that promp ts the" soul t'o' think' n-rore" of giving than
of receivi ng i n the
^
social order.
. 'Adore and
obey' sums up his counsels" for those who would
enjoy the experience of the living God.... No
adoration without obedience—and yet, obeying
goes back to adoring! For in the order of grace
one soon discovers, more acutely perhaps than
elsewhere, thai: m.an i s an unsteady creature,
unsteady because he slips so easily into the way
of being proud or careless. .. .To be receptive is
the condition of living under grace, but one may
forget that to be receptive, in the truest sense
of the termi, requires not less force of character
and strength of mind than to be^ acirte and ener-
gei;ic." I^Oonclusions
,
passimi
.
)
' (I tal'ics and rxarentheei's
mine.
)
Psychologically, i;he processes of grace as illus-
trated in the story from life told above, and very well
expressed by Dr. Moffatt, are thoroughly sound. The
II
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mind is kept centered, by what are called "the rr.eans of
grace/' upon the possibility and Source of aid until
g;radually as time passes, or suddenly if faith is strong
enough already, the sense of helplessness in the grip
of some evil habit relaxes so that the inhibiting lack
of faith or other inhibiting factors are weakened and
removed, and the will can exert itself normally, and the
"motor imipulse" of "che "victor idea" express itself
freely.
To the religious man, however, no interpretation is
adequate which leaves out the loving aid and presence of
the Father. Indeed, this thought, kept in m.ind for
years, is what creates the spiritual beauty seen in the
faces and lives of those v/ho daily practice it. Others,
keeping self and its greedy appetites in the center,
develoi: the coarse faces so common on our city streets.
Could any demonstration of the reality of God be
j
more comiplete and thoroughly scientific than this.'
How demionstrable and certain is the power of the love of
God in the heart of the forgiven'. This is "the power
of the cross". For the cross not only reveals as by a
hideous lightning flash the potential and actual
depravity of m^an apart fromi God, but also the utter
love and forgiveness of God in behalf of man in hie
fallen estate. Let a sincere man think thus on the
cross until a sense of this amazing uttermost of Love
grips his mind and heart, and he will experience an
I
empowering that is ^ef-inlttly noticeable,—an answering
love giving the powei to "adore and obey". This is the
core of genuine Ohristiein "myst icisrr:"
.
3. The Socia l Motive^ Derived T herefrom .
Next to this pov;erful motivating force of the love
of God furnished or revealed by religion is the love of
man which; as Dr. Moffatt has reminded us, it engenders.
This, the social motive, is the second miotive of
religion. It is not the usual sentimental thing which
parades itself as "love". This Love cares little for
man as man, but much for man as a receptacle of the
life of God, is not the person that is loved, but
the Divine endowment of the person. "Let your light so
shine, that men may see your good works, and glorify
(not you,'—but) your Father in heaven," And yet the
sinner and the Prodigal Son is loved because within
every man there dwells this capaciousness for God. The
Christian, animiated by the true social motive, sees in
men, even at their worst, a potential Son of God,
This attitude, therefore, discriminates carefully
and intelligently between men arid knows v;hen to rebuke
and to chasten, and to restrain in prison if need be,
the man v;ho will n ot listen to the voice of love. Put
even this discipline is done in love and with every aid
to a reinstatement of status and freedom whenever it may
be a means of or a result of recovery or "repentance".
The truly penitent is always restored,—that is, he is
Ii
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always restored by G-od whether we have the wisdom to do
so or not. He is free inwardly whatever may be the out-
ward bondage imposed by resentful and unmerciful men.
Professor Siason says of the motives of religion:
"The greatest message of Jesus and of
Christianity is the supremacy of the love of
mankind: that truth has transformed our ethics
and is transforming our miorals, both individual
sind social It is in truth the deepest and
most potent force in every individual character,
and is the active principle of progress and the
elevation of human life. All that has been dis-
cussed hitherto, and all that may be said here-
after as to tendencies, disposition, habits,
ideals, and the rest, can be of no avail if this
source of warmth and power is neglected,"
( Ibid , p. 149)
There is a little scene in the Gospel which
illustrates how Jesus worked to transform^ the m.otives
of Kis disciples. The twelve were on their way up to
Jerusalem for the triumphal entrv, and thinking that
nov/ at last the kingdom of the Jewish Fessiah was to
be established, they— "poor, blind, captive, bruised"
souls that they still were in large part,—fell to
quarreling which of them should be the greatest in that
kingdom^ In other words, the competitive miotive ruled
them, and jusi; then at any rate, so "blinded their eyes
and hardened their hearts" that they lost sight of the
true nature of their Lord's kingdom. The "Prince of this
world" was still too miuch for themi in view of their
im.agined worldly prospects for preference,' ^ut their
"Prince of Peace" dealt wisely with them. He called to
Him a little child, set him in the midst (as the childQ'
hearted miotive of humble service should be), and taught
I
them the lesson of humility. He also stated His new
comrr.andinent of love or the Social Kotive in these terms:
"Ye know that they which are accounted to
rule over the Gentiles lord it over then^; and their
great ones exercise authority over them. Put it
shall not be sO- among you: but whosoever would be
(truly) great, shall be your minister, and whosoever
would be first among you, let him be servant of all.
Even as the Son of Man cam^e not to be mdnistered
unto but to miinister, and to give His life a ransom
for raany."
Let us hope that already this new motive had gained
more headway within themi than this sad scene near the end
of our Lord's ministry might suggest. We all often
"back-slide" in the facJB. of some new and unexpected temp-
tation before the new life goins complete control of us.
Indeed, as Dr. Moffatt suggests, it' is m.ore than probable
that not until our true "second childhood" when the gates
of heaven are within sight do men find that complete
release and full freedom of their Lord's per feet ' love
.
And even then, as Swedenborg so often reminds us, the
angels are not entirely pui'e in Bis sight. Progress is
eternal because God is infinite.
The Social Motive which is bas^^d upon religious
realities is sym^pathy itself and tolerance itself.
Jesus' eating with "Publicans and sinners," His treat-
mien t of the wom^an taken in adultery, etc. illustrate this
attitude. It is democratic and yet not sentimiental, as
is illustrated by the fact that "the com.m.on people heard
Hiui gladly" and yet "He did not trust Himself unto them".
It is, as we have seen, child-hearted in its single-eyed
sympliciiy of miOtivs. It does not, however, despise riches
II
I
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and honors as instruments of service, but makes no
account of them in themselves. It is not ascetic, and
yet can be most rigorous v/hen occasion requires it. It
knows no rival but the coir.pe ti 'v^ive motive: "He that is
not against us is for us." Recall how John the Baptist
was asked if hs were the Messiah, and that he answered,
"He that cometh after ms is mightier than Ij" Nor Self
but Service is its only standard of comparison.
Such is this second motive in the kingdom of God.
The love of God and the knov;ledge of His grace are
religion's first motive] the love of the neighbor and of
his salvation are religion's second motive: these two
are the "Saviour" of the v/orld, "the way, the truth and
the life" that lead to harm.ony and unity and peace,
individual and social, now and forever.
4. The Method of Jesu^, in_^Mo'blvati6iT
Observe ac this point a bit of the me thod used by
our Lord. For a m.ore adequate discussion, such works as
Dr. H. H . Hor ne ' s Jssus the Maste r Teac her (Association
Press) may be consulted. In general^ whi le the disciples
stressed repentance, his method was that of building and
stimulating appreciations. Both these techniques, the
one negative and the other positive, go together. To
this end Hs puts his lessons in the form of dramatic
situations from life or in story form. His use of
parables is a case in point, as for instance that of
Div23 and Lazarus on the nature of the life after death.
II
This parable forn: is suitable for the free, mind, since,
like a work of art or a piece of music or a poem, it is
an appeal to rea^y insight and appreciation. The parable,
like a beautiful sunset, reveals to the sensitive mind and
heart v/hat it conceals from the "slow of heart". "Deep
calleth unto deep." It is perhaps as important "not to
cast your pearls before swine", as it is "to reveal them
in secret" unto your ready disciples.
The parable and the drama serve both purposes. Thus
anyone with som.e slight insight or v/ith a will inclined
towards things spiritual sees at once that the fires
which torffiCnted Dives are sim.ply the burning lusts of
greed or of a dominant competitive motive which inspired
him here en earth, A miater i ali stic mind, on the other
hamd, is always a literalistic m^ind, even in handling
spiritual things. For such parables remain parables and
little more. The fine things in music and art and
literature and drama and religion are "ov'3r the heads"
of such; until, perhaps in "the eleventh hour" of life's
journey, they are awakened to "see" and are called to
"com;e up higher" and "labor in the vineyard" of character
until the new motives are regnant there, "Unto you it is
given to know the mysteries of the kingdom of C-od, but
to themi that are without;, all things are done in parablesf
This problem^ of building spiritual appreciations is
the central problem before the Church today in its
educational task. V,e shall discuss it a little later.
Ir
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5. Influence of Concept of Imrr.Qrtali ty
.
Religion also teaches a third concept of great power
in transforming our motives, namel]/, the concept of
immortality,'—or, as a Christian would say, the truth
of immortality. In Gospel days the belief in spirits
of good and evil, "angels" and "devils", was almost
universal, except for such groups as the materialistic
Sadducees. This spiritistic belief, of course, arose
from this cognate belief in im.mortali ty. ?fan alone of
all creat:ion possessed an inner "spiritual bodj--" called
the "soul" which could never be destroyed because m^ade
to receive the eternal life of CrOd, V/hen "death" came
to his miaterial body, this inner substantial body, the
real m.an, continued to live. Thus Moses and ITlias, who
had been "dead" for hundreds of years, "appeared talking
with Jssus about His decease." The resurrection of
Jesus Himself was but another instance of this same
universal law,—differing only in such respects as
"the only-begotten Son of God" differed from, other mien,
a point v/e cannot stop on here. Temiptati ons, as the
Gospels abundantly illustrate, were promipted by "The
devil" or an evil personality on the spirit level of
creation and life: "Then was Jesus led up into the
wilderness to be tempted of the devil." ICodern miaterial-
ismx, and the wise effort to overcomie the morbid and
superstitious effects of an unwholesome and irrational
super -natural i ami, has led to a Protestant reaction to all
this teaching. Unfortunately, we have in many cases

"throvjn out the baby with the bath." lie must get at the
truth in all this, and recover a rational supernatural.
For, as Church History shows, it is of great value in its
power oirer the motives of men.
For example, take this spiritistic interpretation of
our daily temptations. It seems to me to be ajreasonable
presentation of one-half of the total picture. If men,
good and evil, survive the death of the body of earth, and
continue thereafter to be associated with men here in this
outer world of matter, as "the comrioinion of saints" and
modern scientific psychic research teach, then they may,
indeed must, continue to play an active part under God's
Providence in stirring up our life of thought and feeling
for good and evil. Personalities still in zhe flesh
thus influence each other. Granted that v;e are indeed
"fighting vvith ourselves" and "v/ith our ancestors" in
temptations, we may v/ell be at the same time opposing
those fomenting "principalities and powers not flesh and
blood" of which Paul speaks. As Phillips Prooks so well
says;
"I am willing enough to talk after the modern
way, to represent the struggle of man as a struggle
with him.self; but all the time I want to remiember
with St. Paul and all the great objective thinkers
and believers that the universe is large, that it
is full of beings who must send forth influence
upon each other, and so that, while the spiritual
enemy with which I must fight today meets me
im.mediately as a lust of my own soul, it has its
sources and connections farther back in the world
of spiritual being which stretches far, far away
past my sight, but not too far away to send forth
forces fromi its farthest depths which shall touch
and tell upon my life." ( T-^aw of Growth , p. S7.)
cI
I might add, "and iror:. its greatest heights," and also on
the authority of the Gospel, as witness the "angels" v/ho
came and strengthened Jesus after His temptations both in
the wilderness and in Gethsemane . And of little children.
He said: "Their angels do alv/ays behold the face of my
Father."
Novj what is the practical force of this faith in the
chance of a spiritual heaven where the social and divine
motives are king, and of a spiritual hell where the com-
petitive motives keep all in a bondage even more terrible
than here on earth? At once, it seems to me, one may
sense the motivating pov?er of such a concept as this.
Provided that we get entirely away from the old literal .
"hell fire" notions of our materia].ist ic ancestors, and
also from their materialistic heavens where idle angels
studied music ever much, and from the idea of any one
"personal devil" so created or any "angels" so created
from the beginning, as Milton erroneously taught, and
render the other world and its inhabitants and presence
and influence upon us rational and spiritual and conson-
ant with our own spiritual exp'-rience here in this world,-
then, surely^ we have a mighty power for good in stimulat-
ing a desire for the best and a hatred of the worst in
human nature. Hot that the m^otives of the fear of hell
or the rewards of heaven are called into play in any such
sense as formerly! Not at all. Put if "hell" is any
state, both here and hereafter, where the competitive
miOtive rules, and "heaven" is any state of life, both here
I
and hereafter, v;here the social motive rules, then yoxxr
concept of immortality lends additional force and power
to everything here on earth that supports and confirms
the leadership of the highest and best motives.
Moreover, we see more clearly that all that we do
is not just of temporal importance, but has lasting
consequences that reach on forever into the unseen world.
V/e see that we have enemies and friends in the unseen.
All life takes on a new color and meaning. It is
deepened immensely. Its values are turned around, the
eternal and abiding tending to assert better its supreme
importance. A true and spiritual knowledge of death and
the other life as taught by a comprehensive Christianity
adds support to faith and idealism., gives worthy meaning
and guidance to this present life, and is also constant
warning and stimiUlus in repentance. No more powerful
enemy of mAteriali sm, aside of course from the love of
God, could be devised than such a concept as this. Let
me add incidentally my own personal conviction that this
is just what God has given to His Christian Church in
the work and experience of Em.anuel Swedenborg, a work
and an experience backed up by the most convincing
evidence, external and internal, ever given to the world
respecting the life after death. See, for exam.ple, his
work entitled Heaven and Hell (Everyman's edition. New
York: E.P. Dutton, 1917).
The opening words in the chapter on "Conversion"
in James' The Varieties of Rel igious Experience , sum up
this whole m.atter of the function of religion in motivating
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life thus:
"To be converted, to bs regenerated, to receive
grace, to experience religion, to gain an assurance,
are so many phrases which denote the process, grad-
ual or sudden, by which a self hitherto divided, and
consciously wrong, inferior and unhappy, becomes
unified and consciously right, superior and happy,
in consequence of its firmer hold upon relicricus
realities." ( Ibid , p. 1890
6 , Can Religion Pe A Motivat ing Power In T he Pub lic School^ ?
Let us turn next to the consideraton of a very
pressing problem: -Can the unifying power of the religious
motives be made effective by general and "iir:plied miethods"
in the American Public Schools? If so, how?
The human being differs from the animal, as is well
known, not only in that he alone can know and love his
Creator, but also in that his every development requires
a long and laborious process of education. Put under our
present lav/s, his great need for religious education or
motivation cannot be miet definitely by the State; except
in such a broad and general way as was indicated in our
introduction. The specific nurture of his perception
of God and His righteousness, and of the eternal world,
is therefore chiefly the privilege and responsibility of
the Church. And yet, while our public school education
puts man's rational faculties at the center of interest,
it seeks at the same time to develop his whole being
—
since body, mind and soul are all intimately bound
together in one personality. The new "child-centered"
concept of education cannot adequately fulfil its
promise and ignore the most vital of all the child's
abilities, these spiritual pcv/ers and motives which tell
Ic
I
most upon his final character c;ncl valus as a citizen.
This seems to create a'dilemma which is being met in
various ways.
The study of philosophy and ethics and the scienti-
fic study of religion, as of "Comparative Religions," is
thought to be one solution and is certainly useful in
orienting the mind of the college youth and in preparing
the way for a rational faith. Their appeal, however, is
to the rational m.ind and not to ths spiritual mind, except
incidentally. That is, like theology as contrasted with
religion, these things are presented primarily as a
sci ence to know and only incidentally as a faith to live
by. The literary study of the Pible is of somewhat the
same nature, and is found in many colleges, especially
where religious foundations have m.ade the religious
element an integral part. Put in our public schools of
the secondary type, little m^ore than a brief Pible
reading in the m.orning and the "Lord's Prayer" is now
to be found. The new and excellent literary and his-
torical study of the Pible, of course, involves
interpretation and undermiines the older forms of
literalistic Pible study still found in som.e denomin-
ations. It is resisted by m.any for this reason.
Individual teachers by virtue of their own living
faith unconsciously influence their pupils' atcitudes
and beliefs, but they are rarely so situated that they
can attempt any direct stim.ulation of the religious
consciousness. Nevertheless, here, by personal
II
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suggestion and example, is perhaps one of the most
fertile opportunities to aid the developing religious
consciousness.
Various obher "indirect" methods are slov;ly coming
into acuive influence. For example, in the many social
sciences, especially history, it is easy to foster not
only the finer social conscience but also to some extent
the religious conscience, without which the social con-
science lacks its chief sanction. In studying the great
men of history and the leading epochs in the progress of
civilization it is possible to make the reality and
power of men's religious faith very vivid. A true
historian should do this. Many are seeking today to
secure histories in which a fair, impartial treatmient is
given of all races and individuals who have contributed
to the world's progress, the effort being especially to
break down here in America those racial and religious
prejudices which are so terrible a handicap to progress
in this "melting pot" of the world. vVhy not m^ake the
lives of great men a mieans also of teaching the value
of a religious faith? Yes, even the kind of vital faith
which really is significant in character and racial
progress? All the social sciences, and literature and
the ariis also, lend themselves to this indirect incul-
cation of the divine and spiritual elements in life.
In a course completed last year in "Civic Educa-
tion", the attitudes and principles developed by the
professor were so distinctly those of the Gospels that
I remarked on this to him.. "Yes," he said, "you see it.
i
The rest don't, I'm really teaching thern what a Christian
citizen is like." v;hile he nov; and then introduced the
name and thought of God directly into his lectures, it was
obvious that he felt under a restraint here and would have
liked to say more.
Natural science, especially the "new science" as
exemplified in Sir. James Jeans' book, This Mysterious
Universe
,
lends itself beautifully to the development
of wonder and reverence. The mechanistic universe of the
past is melting away, and most fortunately so, since this
has certainly been one of the most powerful forces in
creating the modern materialism. The old "argument from
design" is even more pertinent today than formerly. To
quote from the author just mentioned:
"The universe begins to look more like a
great thought than a great machine. lUnd no
longer appears as an accidental intruder into
the realmi of m.atter; we are beginning to sus-
pect that we ought rather to hail it as the
creator and governor of the realm of matter...
The universe shows evidence of a designing
or controlling power that has soma thing in
common with our individual minds."
And in the "historical sciences", like Geology, as
Professor Kirtly F. Mather reminds us in his book. Scienc e
In Searc h Of God
.
the absurdity of any mere fortuitous
concurrance of atoms in evolving this amazing world is
becoming increasingly obvious to the intelligent mind.
This is doubtless owing as much to the deepening insights
of scientists as to the new facts and processes uncovered
by themi. Gomirion sense tells us that creation must be
full of purpose and reason. A pile of bricks does not
I
evolve into a house without a designing mind behind it; a
atrsarn does not, without the intervention of mind, rise
higher than its source; consequents are always present
within antecedents. Surely, therefore, as any science
student can thus be shown^ these life processes arise
in response to some cosmic Stimulus outside of themselves.
This great universal Stimulus, operating somewhat like
the sun of our solar system, is what we mean by "God".
As to ?Iis nature, moreover, while in the "mathematical
sciences" like astronomy we see chiefly Kis amazing
intelligence and power, in the "historical sciences" we
see more clearly the "human qualities" of God. That is.
He who makes man must be at IjsasX a^A ^P-^^^J^^Jf^.. ^3^*
This argument is eeey to make throughout the whole
field of science. Is God real? As real as flower and
star; as real as flesh and blood; as real as suffering
and selflessness; in brief, as real as you and 1, as
real as Jesus Christ— for God made the Ohrist— and "a
stream does not rise higher than its source". God, the
great universal Stimulus, must be at least all that Jesus
was. Incidentally, this p;ives us one very simple inter-
pretation from science itself of the v/ords of Jesus: "He
that eeeth me seeth the Father." Of course, more than
this is involved in His saying, but this far at least
science could and should go.
So science itself, in th6 hands of a reverent
scientist; can becomie again "the hand-maid" of religion.
The name of "God" miay,but need not be used, but the Creator
Ii
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by any nair.e may be rriade as wonderful and lovable and near
at hand. I say, "near at hand," since the concept of
iiTirnanence is essential to this nev; science as well as that
of transcendence: the Infinite is within the finite, and
yet transcends it.
,a . The Responsibility Of_ the Church
Nevertheless, while much along these and other lines
can be done in the public schools and collef:es to fix the
attention of our youth upon the social and divine motives
for living nobly, the greatest responsibility ilt this
task still belongs to the churches. For while the public
schools may and should be child -centered, the churches
may and should be " Christ o-centric" or God-centered. (33)
Here is the root distinction. The implications of this
vital distinction have already been suggested, especially
in considering "the grace of God",
This difference of function is realized and miany
efforts are now being ir^de to coordinate church and school
in such a way that the religious education carried on in
the churches shall equal in quality the rational edmcation
carried on in the schools, so that it may even count
towards the promotion and finc.l graduation of the pupils.
This would give it prestige and raise its standards. The
churches, fur therm:or e, are free to undertake the radical
study of social life in the light of the character of God.
That is, they ought to be. Unfortunately, as long as the
impartial scientific attitude is kept cut of the churches,
(33) Cook, David^ C. Jr. A Christ Centered Program of
Lesson Materi als. Elgin, Illinoi s: David 7:. Cook^Tll^., 1933.
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free discussion will be rare. Discussion of social
theories is ccnm.cn enough in some college courses. Put
individuals of high emotional temper and strong prejudices
are still frequent enough in the churches, and ignorence
and unintelligent snatching at every new fad that appears,
still makes real freedom, of thought difficult and at
times im.possible or even dangerous. Here and there a
church is found which, like som.e college class rooms, is
sufficiently free from, these handicaps to discuss the
social situation. in the m.idst of which we find ourselves,
and to form, judgm.ents and fix the attention of its miemibers
upon remedies conceived in the light of the divine m.otive
or "will of God".
SUMMARY
. Tradition has held that morality cannot endure
without the religious sanctions, the m.otives to human duty
being derived ultimately from the character of God. V'e have
abundant testimony in biography of the integrating power of
sincere fellowship with the Tivine. The religious experience
is psychologically sound and may be so explained, but the
lover of CrCd will choose to interpret his experience in terms
of "the grace of Ood". "A rich consciousness of God means a
rich consciousness of one's fellov/s," This is not a sentimient-
al but a discrimdnating regard for men, seeking out what is of
God in man, cxd resisting v/hat is of the Self apart f romi God.
The Gospels illustrate the methods of Jesus in engendering
these miotives. The Christian concept of imar^or tality is a
third motivating force, unfortunately greatly weakened today,
but destined to return in a purified form. These supreJiie. ,
motives can fee engender? edj only incidentally and ineffectively in
public schools through the social and natural sciences.
I
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£ . The Emotlone ^nd^ PJ: i vajtion
.
The relation of will and intellect tc "S*?* motives is
now r.^e-.p.r -^w r ''j —a Tvi<^ intellect furnishes the
will with the ideals and principles out of which the
motives are formed by the processes of free selection and
association always going on in the daily life of work and
play. Vi/hat, now, is the relation of the emotions to this
problem of motivation? The answer has already been
suggested here and. there, but let us develop the relation-
ship a little more explicitly,.
Cap ta in Had field says in The Psychology p f_ Power :
"The great driving forces of life are the
Instinctive Em:Otion8. The v;ill miay open the sluice-
gates, but the Instinctive Em^otions constitute the
flood which sweeps through the channel. Great ideas
may sv;ay m.asses of men as when the cry of 'Liberty,
Equality, and Fraternity' called thousands to rise
in revolution; yet it is only v/hen associated v/ith
an emotion, and particularly an instinctive em.otion,
that the idea is charged with compelling po\vfcr."
( Ibid . p. 23)
But how do ideas and hence motives become "charged
with comipelling power" (and uncharged) for good or ill?
This will appear if v;e consider what we miean by "con-
ditioning" .
Educators are saying tod&y timt every teacher and
parent should seek to become acquainted with the general
emotional states of children and young people. This
necessity has been forced upon our attention by the truly
apalling dam.age done in every field of life by "prejudiced
attitudes". A course on "Prejudices" is given in some
teachers' colleges. The teacher is taught to observe and
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diagnose the way in which pupils feel about things,—^what
things arouse joy, pleasure, grief, fear, love, h^te, awe,
loyalty, hope, reverence, courage, ambition, hostility, etc.
These emotional states are the vital driving forces of life,
combining within then.selvee impulses of the will and ideas
of the cognitive mind, and they are useful or harmful or of
uncertain quality according to their "conditioning".
For exarr.ple, here is an adult who feels, for some
unknown reason, a prejudice against all foreigners. This
may have arisen in several ways from the condi tions of his
childhood. One very frequent cause of such unreasonable
antipathies is this: A child's parents keep saying to him.,-
keep, that is, this idea at the center of his attention and
hence before his will,—^^things like this: "Robert, hov; often
have I told you not to play with those dirty Italians down
the street!" V«e frequently hear boys calling other boys
names like "Wop" or "Dago" or "Nigger", and the "feeling
tone" is nearly always one of contempt, fear, ridicule or
dislike. During the Smith-Hoover campaign here in Poston,
one section of the city v/itnessed the formiation of bands of
children with religious labels. It i s said that crowds of
children paraded down the streets repeating such absurd and
hurtful sr^ntiments as this one,— "Old man Hoover is sick.'
Hope he diesj " My own little boy cam.e to me one day and said
"Daddy, I'm not a Protestant, ami I?" I discovered that the
little Catholic boy next door had taunted him^ with this
charge. Here was a case calling for a "re-conditioning" of
my boy's emotional attitude with respect to Catholics and
Protestants. I had to avoid the lov» temptation to resist
r
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evil v/ith evil and so to forrr bad motives by creating a
prejudice against CatholiCB. We Protestc.nt s ^ of course,
have just as many silly prejudices against the Catholics,
prejudices created in just such ways as these. Such anti-
American groups as the K.K.K. were formed and motivated in
this sam.e way. Put we have all had motives formed and
"conditioned" for both good and evil during our childhood
and youth with respect to differences in race, religion,
class, and culture, Poth good and bad motives have been
"charged with com.pelling power" by such methods. Suggestion
and example, the dramia, the personificatior. practiced in
stories and pictures, discussions and reasonings, and all
the experiences and observations of daily life have been
the m^eans for this conditioning of our life's m.otive
forces,
I say "for good" also, because, of course, there are
miany "v;orthy" prejudices and all the necessary and healthy
emotional conditionings. Put aside from the perfectly
wholesome and essential emotional conditionings of life,
even so-called "worthy prejudices" are dangerous to the
extent that they are one-sided and "unenlightened". If,
for instance, my prejudice in favor of the Christian
religion from childhood carrie,e. with it a "feeling tone"
of contempt for ether religious leaders and faiths, why
then even my "love of Jesus" becomies a dangerous thing,
being associated as i t then is with em.otions and attitudes
diam.etrically opposite to His own. V/illiam Lloyd Garrison
was prejudiced against slavery in a "worthy" fashion, it is
Ii i
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said, but so' strong were his emotions that at tin.es he was
very unreasonable. Some think that he might have been even
more effective had he been able to reason with more calmness
and fairness to both sides. This is, however, doubtful, in
view of the fact that, so low is the mental and em.otional
life of the multitude even today, it i s often the
irrational fanatic and dogm.atist that carries away the
victor's laurels. Nevertheless, even though it means
defeat for a time, uhe zeal and passion of reason and
fairness should be our practice as Christian citizens.
\'ie want "enlightened" citizens.' An enlightened m.an
does not seek to exalt his nation or party or school or
religion at the expense of other groups or individuals,
but gives due recognition to, and shews intelligent
appreciation of the values in others. He is, of course,
discriminating and also seeks out and guards against
errors. Unfortunately, m.any m.en who are highly "educated"
and very "religious" ar.e nevertheless not "enlightened".
It is recognized by enlightened parents and educators,
therefore, that the chief task of the teacher today is not
development of skills and the imiparting of useful inform-
ation, however im^portant these miay be, but the engendering
of wholesom.e end enlight red ideals, motives, attitudes,
interests, tastes and ap: r eciat ions, all of which involve
especially the emiotional element.
What now, in a general way, is the technique for
emotional re-education or "r e -conditioning "? How shall we
form, emotional connections with enlightened ideals and
Ir
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exalted motives instei^.:. --rped opinions
and unfortunate attitudes now so coniiion? Obviously, the
reverse process, or the same process rationally controlled,
is the method. This process has already been referred to
several timies in other sections of this thesis, especially
in Quotations from. Williami Jam:es: "To think, to sustain a
representation, is the only mioral act;" and from. Jules
Payot : "Hold worthy ideas in the njL'nd long enough to
enable them to form, emotional connections and ripen into
sentimxents; " and fromi Professor Peters: "The problemi of
controlling action therefore reduces itself to the m.ore
specific one of controlling thought—of directing
attention." As the Tenth Yearbook says it:
"Fear, anger, and love, or more comiplex formis
of these Am.ot ions, may be attached to particular
objects by associating the objects vrith those
which already arouse the emotions. It is perhaps
still miore important to avoid the m.i stake of
defeating our ov;n ends by unwittingly attaching
unfavorable attitudes tovifards actions which we
wish the child to learn. This is frecuently the
unintentional effect of punishrr»ent. " fibid . p. 65)
In spite of all that v;e can do, however, a m^ixture
of "wheat" and "tares" will occur, the inherited nature
and the world environmient being what they are today. We
miust know how, therefore, to diagnose the Quality of any
emotional state we encounter before seeking to re-miOtivate
and re-condition the individual.
For exam-ple, a sentimental at:itude, like a feeling
of "love" for all people without prudent di scrim.inat ion
(not possible, of course, in a young child) indicates
a "v;orthy" prejudice. In this case it i s necessary to
II
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reeducate the mind by holding the proper ideas and
aesGciations in the center of attention and application
long enough for it to te possible zo distinguish between
the good ana the evil. There are v/icked and evil people,
dangerous people, and there are v/icked and dangerous
proclivities in all of us; there are also pious hypo-
crites and actors, lik3 scnie of those Pharisees in Jesus'
time. While avoiding carefully the creation of any wrong
antagonisms even against the evil, like vengeful and
spiteful attitudes, we must yet arm our youth with "the
prudence of zhs serpent". Modern gangdom and individual
sins will not otherwise be overcome. To recognize the
fact of wickedness, external and internal, and to conduct
oneself accordingly, is a m^ark of intelligent citizenship.
To this enfi must engender the attitude and principle
that people are to be loved and helped according to their
own individual '.vorth and character as far as we can
disG-^rn these, regardless of race, religion, sex, or
class. n r.wp ."i ^- v r„ . I M • I
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On the other hand, resentful attitudes indicate
"unworthy" prejudices and motives and are harder to deal
I(
t
(
with, for the fault here is in the will and not necessarily
or so much in the understanding. Often perfectly'" intelli-
gent people fall into such unlovel]^ attitudes and condemn
themselves for being so foolish afterwards. The parent
who punishes a child in ano;er is an example. Som.etim.ee,
in igncrent and obstinate people, we have to let the
mixture of "wheat" and "tares" grow "until the harvest",
—
that is, the will cannot be forced but can only be wooed
and exhorted, and there are many people too old to undergo
the somietimes terrific upsetting of being reconditioned
emotionally. One man of miy acquaintance has been a
constant source of trouble because of his strong religious
prejudices. I have concluded that he is too old and set
for any radical alteration or reintegration to be made,
having agonized over him a good deal in the effort to
make him rational. It is characteristic of people
motivated by such bad em.otional states to "generalize"
some fault seezi in a perbon or grc-p to the extent where
nothing good can be seen, in somewhat the reverse way
in which "love is blind" to faults. Pecause your neighbor
spoke roughly to you on Qiib occasion, you ars tempted to
brand him as a bad man and to have nothing more to do with
him. The popular saying that "all lawyers are liars"
indicates an unworthy prejudice or bad motive.
The method of inhibiting a bad emotional state by
substitution m.ust not be ignored, of course. In a pjfiamipj^-
let by the American Social Hygiene Association, entitled
cc
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From Poy To Man
^
speaking of the emotions involved in the
sex life and its conditioning^ we read this good advice:
"Put since the emotion is a set-up for action,
activity of sorr.e kind helps to release the emotion.
And the activity need not necessarily be of the
sort for which the emotion prepares the body. Thus
a frightened child may find relief in crying, an
angry boy may get satisfaction in whacking a
tennis ball, a sexually stirred lad may get a
pariiial release through a hard gamie , a good stiff
walk, or some other keen interest. The deeper
the emotion, the harder should be the activity.
The secret of self-control, then, is not so much
to suppress the emotion, as to give it an outlet
by doing sor^e thing, something that doesn't upeet
other people or break social codes and that at
the same time gives one personal satisfaction.
That is one reason why a boy feels good after a
well-played game of baseball or football. Every
live boy has plenty of things to do that give
him hard exercise and emotional outlets
—
gamiss,
hikes, races, swirnxming, and so on."
I have myself, when involved in inner conflicts of
motives stim.ulated chiefly by conflicting personalities,
found immeasurable relief and easy power to 'love my
enemies' after some hard-fought game at the "Y" virith a
group of business and professional men. V^e may notice
in passing that this is one use of those "extra
curricular" activities which are becoming more and more
prominent today.
In spite of all that we can do, we shall often fail
at this point. For we cannot force a shift of attitudes
and rnctivss, the will being free to choo^- for itself,
and muoo often wait; for the gradual re-conditioning
effects of life's temptations. Put we can do our best
to prepare the individual and to strengthen him for hie
own battles with himself and with life, and in the case
(I
t
of children to provide as far as possible that a rs-con-
ditioning may not be needed in later life. Re-education,
"going through the mill/' is never a pleasant experience
at the best, but in the end an exceedingly wholesome one,
provided that "wheat" and "tares" are not both uprooted
in the process. In this case insanity, I imagine, is one
result; or "atheism" or "bigotry" or some other irrational
and confused state. Can this sad outcomie of life's stern
education miean that the individual abused his freedom of
choice and refused to come through like a man? Or, forbid
the thought! do we really have power to kill each other's
souls as well as bodies on life's miental and emiotional
battle-fields?
SUM!.IARY , The emotions are the great driving forces of
life, and are the means of em.powering the miotives. Wrong
ideas or "prejudices" are often held before the child's
atlbention and become strongly charged with the insuinctive
emotions of fear or anger or love. This calls for a "re-
conditioning" which is freruently very difficult, V'e can
diagnose bc,d emotional states by observing such significant
signs as sentimentality on the one hand, or the generalizing
of a fault on the other. New m'-tives are built up and em-
powered by forming emotional ccnnections with enlightened
ideas or mioral conduct, and either oust the old motives by
temptation combats or by gradual substitution. Failure
results, however, if the individual fails to use hie power
of free selective attention until the victory is won.
rc
F. The Law Of Progressive Motivation .
Two matters remain to be considered: first, Vifhat is
the law of progressiva motivation or character development
which this study has revealed? Second, What is the
motivation involved in methods of charactsr education in
use today?
1. "Extrinsic" and "Intr i nsic" values .
Some di 3 tine i: ions and definitions v/ill be found very
helpful, notice, for example, the nature of what we shall
call "extrinsic" and "intrinsic" interests and values.
For example, when visiting a .Sunday School I dis-
covered three tj^es of interest present in the different
classes. Here is a class in which the pupils are filled
with the liveliest interest, initiating and creating and
asserting themselves in that vigorous and whole-hearted
manner that means real growth and mastery within the
limits of their activities. They are making a model of an
Eastern village of Pible days. They consult books and
look up pictures with the closest attention. Of course,
the ultimate purpose of all this Sunday School work is to
engender an appreciation and love for our Lord and the
practice of His motives in life, ^wt this deeper
appreciation and motivation is as yet, practically and
actively, beyond these youngsters. Nevertheless, they
are engaged upon various related "extrinsic" value; s and
immediate objectives which carry hidden within them, like
"the treasure hidden in the field," these higher ultimate
"intrinsic" values. The motives of making and exhibiting.
cc
the construe "ive int 6res'.^ cux^ ;.oity, the pleasure in
team work, the tendency of imitation and the desire for
praise and admiration, with its corripeti ti ve motive—all
the be: na..''viral and native appe cioes, external and
instrumental to the love of God and mxan, are being
utilized in order to create an approach and an initial
introiucuicn to the life and motives of the Prince of
Peace,
Hov\r recall the criticism: we made of the work of
Profedsors Hartshorn^ and Vay in their studies of
10,000 school children, ranging from, about eight to
sixteen years ^i^, with respect to five great character
A
qualities. Fo stability of character was discovered at
any age. All ages readily fell when temptations were
presented to themi in about the same proportion. As a
result these careful inves tigauors drew this very
pessim.istic conclusion:
"Prevailing ways of teaching ideals and stand-
ards probably do little good, and m^ay do harm when
the ideals set before the pupils contradict the
practical demands of the very situations in which
the ideals are taught." (Ibid, p. 377)
In other words, "intrinsic" values are not
sufficiently sensed and appreciated in children and
young people to hold them steady in the face of tem.p-
tations, even of a relatively mild quality.
Put is not this just what v/e ought to expect? As
Ifc, Walter Lippm.ann well says:
"A man who has these virtues has somehow
overcome the inertia of his im.pulses. Their dis-
position is to regard the iffimediate situation, and
r
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not merely the situation at the moment, but the most
obvious fragment of it, and not only the most obvious
fragment, but that aspect that promises instant
pleasure or pain. To have virtue is to respond to
larger situations and to longer stretches of time
and without much interest in their imrnediate result
in convenience or pleasure. It is to cvercom^e the
impulses of imm.aturity, to detach one's self from
the objects that preoccupy it and from one's own
preoccupations. There are miany virtues in t he
catalogues of the mioralists, and they have many
different names. Put they have a comnr.on principle,
which is detachment from that which is apparently
pleasant or unpleasant, and they have a comm.on
quality, which is disinterestedness, and they
spring from a comn.on source, which is maturity of
character." (34, p. S35)
Children and young people are impulsive and
motivated by the im:mediate interests of the moment,
"Maturity of character" is the product of long years of
work on the part of the wi^-l and the reason, years in
which reflection and experience gradually tecichthe
will to hold at the center of its love and attention
ever higher and higher motives, until little by little
the inmost springs of the heart become cleansed of a
controlling self-interest and yield a willing surrender
to that "disinterestedness" which m.eans that the motives
of love to God and man are now at last on the throne.
Take as an illustration of this final outcome the
second t^qi^e of interest seen in the Sunday School
miOntioned above. This second group is that of the Adult
Class. These, too, are studying the Life of Jesus, using
the new "2Cth Century Cuarterly" to guide them. It is
(34) Lippm^ann, V/alter. A Preface to llorals .
New York: I.'Iacmillan, 1939.
I
the Gospel of John they are considering, and it is
obvious enough thcxt much of the real inner significance
of Jeeus is being brought home to them. They are, at
least many of them, taking an active interest in the
spiritual and social values presented for their own
beauty and practical worth. Here "intrinsic" values are
being directly presented and appreciated. Put these are
mature men and women, many of thi;.. v/ith faces seamed
and lined with years of deep thought and rich experience.
These represent the end-product of the processes of
motivation which life involves. The children v/e first
noticed are at the beginning; of the process. It is
obvious enough, from these uwo contrasts, that a rever-
sal of interests or of prin.ary and rulin^; mooives has
taken place over the years.
Moreover,—and here is a m.ost interesting observa-
tion,— the things of childhcou, its "extrinsic"
interests, have not been lost but have changed their
relative i^lace, and so their importance and power in
life as motives. For instance, take the social problems
used in the "20th Century Quarterly" to effect transfer
by illustration and application^ These are "extrinsic"
to the inner life and spirit of Jesus. This does not
mean to say, however, that they are not essential,
V/hen we contrast as v/e have done things external and
things internal, we do not mean to speak disparagingly
of the forffier. Mot at all. For we live in two worlds,
a Yjorld of inner motives and world of outer methods.
((
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There is a heaven and an earth, an internal and an
external man, in each one of us; an artist that dreams
visions of beauty to be wrought out in the stones of
earth, and a mere mechanic who carries out the plans of
this inner and. higher man. Poth worlds or both natures
in us must combine forces and harmonize at last for us
to realize that spiritual-natural state of "life more
abundant" which our Lord came to show us. The dreamer,
the enthusiastic youth in college, lives but a half-
life: the mechanic, the practical business man without
any visions of the brotherhood of man, also lives but a
half-life. Motives vathout methods are fruitless; and
methods without motives are dead. (We are speaking, of
course, broadly,—as a miatter of fact methods and some
sort of motives always go together.)
With the child, while sweet and lovely impulses do
warm and enthuse him, these are as yat only on the
surface of his consciousness; at the center of his life
are these "extrinsic" or natural interests and motives.
Put for the manure adult who is also spir ituallj'" alive
these higher disinterested motives are central and ruling,
and things external have become the servants of these,
being ruled over when necessary "with a rod of iron".
'A'e must; cook our dinners, run our railroads, govern the
people, make money and spend it, attend theatres and vote,
enter into the sex relationship, and in short use all our
native instincts and natural "extrinsic" interests after
we become mature Christians as well as before. Thus we
f
see that childhood's "extrinsic" interests and motivations
are never really lost, but are turned around or "inverted"
in later years, "the first becoming last, and the last
first." As Captain I-Iadfield's distinction between
"primary" and "end" motives suggests, these become the
me an s of life and no longer ^h6 end of life. Play is
centrcil for the child, v;ork is central for the man. Yet
image on the surface which like a mirror reveals the
deeper hidden differences within.
2. "Active" and "Potential" values .
It will help us to observe another similar dis-
tinction and definition of terms. We must distinguish
between "active" and "potential" values and interests.
These may be either extrinsic and external or intrinsic
and internal, that is, natural or spiritual, low or high.
A value or a motive is "active" when it is recognized
and appreciated and actually operative in the life of
the individual or the group. It is only "potential" when
it is desired, as viewed from a more mature and advanced
standpoint and aj^preciation, but has yet to be awakened
into active power and influence. The terms them.selves
are sufficiently descriptive to make further definition
unnecessary
.
Again, the terms "immediate" and "ultimate"
objectives carry a like distinction within them. Thus
in the case of the Poy Scout above, the imimediate object-
ive of doing a good turn every day carried within it the
the man v/ork. Here is an
II
€
ultimate objective of establishing a new motive of service
in his character.
3. The Lavf Formulated.
motivation which reveal its law, (1) A moti ve ,========5=^
is produced by the "m.arriage" of will and reason. The
process of engendering higher and higher miOtives, more
and more "disinterestedness", depends upon the self-
activity of the will in states of freedom in choosing
the best the reason can see at each stage of life.
Every wise choice, no m^atter how relatively low it was,
paved the way for one still higher and purer, "Here a
little, there a little; line upon line, precept upon
precept." The will ceinnot be forced, but it can be
wooed and won from point to point and from stage to
stage. It is thus that character grows year after year.
(2) 1 ^I'^r - . ij- The teacher and the social
environm.ent , as we have seen just above, with its
"extrinsic" and its "intrinsic", its "active" and its
"potential" values, is simply a stage or system of
stimuli set and arranged and ordered to provoke this
character ,:^,rowth. Character is the result of the will
of man united to the grace of God, aided and guided and
etiffiUlated by the circumstances of. the environment.
which everyone must face, and which create a sense of
need for ever higher and stronger integration of character
and force the will to choose between alternatives.
We miay now drav/ together the elem.ents of
(3) Finally, A
Z life's temptations,
I(
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Will and reason, environment and temptations,
—
these are the four general elements which must enter into
our law of progressive motivation, ihe reason reveals
the ideal or principle; the will selects and embraces;
the emotions charge and empower; the environment instructs
the reason, furnishing the intellectual element in the
general patterns, and by means of its temptations pricks
and forces the will to action. These give us our set-up.
Here, then, is our law, which ruay be stated in a
great variety of ways: V.hen extrinsic methods and
materials^ adapted to the active interests, appetites ^
problems and experiences of each age and type of individul,
carry within them intrinsic values the engendering of
which is their ultimate objective
.
_
and when thes e potent -
ial values are brou.^ht to the attention of the reason by
education and experience, especially in times of trial
and temptationj then^the higher miOtives will be formed
and m.atured pr 0f;res3ively as_ ihe_^ wjJ.J^jiore_ and^jnor favors
them, repenting of hurtful and unsocial thought , feel irig
and action, and giving i tself t o such helpfu l thinking,
speaking and doinf, as reasPIL shcw^_ to it j and the n the
social and divine mo tiye 6_ wjL 1 l^X-JfiSl^eeeiyely^ oust absorb^
or master all other external m.o t i ve s and desires, bring ing
into h^rm.ony vrit h themselves every ins tinct and acti vity
of the inner D.ife and outward world.
Of course, this law may be stated in a reverse form,
in those cases where, through the abuse of the power of
free thinking, the disintegration of character rather than
c
it8 integration results.
4 . The Thre e l!ia
.1 or Mot i vat i on TechniQuee.
Motivation normally takes care of itself. That is,
tasks assigned in school or arising in life are at once
interesting to many. \"hen this is not the case, the
various ti-Tpes of motivation techjiicues must be employed,
a • The Motivation In The Ind ir e c t^ I't?
•
The "indirect method" of character education, as it
is called, is motivated by the fact that it is used
whenever a sense of need arises for som.e ability or
virtue to control some actual situation. "A need is the
recognition of inability to control some active value,"
For example, inaccuracy in the solution of a problem in
arithmetic, when penalties m;ake the solution desirable,
makes accuracy an active need. Again, im-politness which
results in being criticised sharply by some one whose
good will and respect we desire, miakes us recognize our
deficiency sharply. The indirect method of training is
simply the taking advantage of all these times when a
sense of need is present; and as a little reflection will
show, such times are numibfrrle ss . V.'e are using this method
all the tim.e with our children. It is the normal m^ethod
throughout the social fabric. Temptations create a sense
of need, as when we loose cur tem.per over eomie fault in
another. Life is full of situations which v*re fail to
control very well, or in which we fail m:i8ftrabl3', and by
all the laws of norm^al probability, these are just the
timies when we feel our need and desire help the miost.
0
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It is perfectly true, of course, that v*re may want
this virtue or ability for reasons which are at first low
and selfish,—beccuse of the need to hold our jobs or to
keep our reputations or uo win soE:e other worldly reward.
In the case of children the i ndirect method with its need-
motivat ion is pri n'.ari ly of necessity sirri^ly a means of
culti vatinp; many desirable trait actions with potential
intrinsic virtues within them. The child, for example,
who is taught to be kind to animals and other children
knows little of the real inner meaning of kindness.
Children thj.nk in terms of the concrete—kindness means
doing "so and so". This is not to say, however, that
deep motives of kindness and unselfish love are not
latent and even m^oving v/i thin chili^'^ren ' s kind d^ eds. It
sim.ply says that these intrinsic Vc -v, s . i^y^o antral
and domiinant as yet. This is obvious enough even in
older people, as witness the experience I so often had
in France during the war, when the soldiers would blow
hot and cold by turns, now generous to an amazing degree
and then a few minutes later as selfish as "hell".
Children also fluctuate back and forth in this way, as
parents know so well. The divine and social motives are
moving there, but they are not clearly recognized by the
reason, and have not yet been definitely emibraced by the
will, and so made central and controlling.
The indi rect method
^
then
, is useful in culti vating
good habit s or virtues , but does not nece ssarily guarantee
the engendering o f Virtue. Tliis is especially true of
fI
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children. In the case of mature adults, it is of great
and invaluable importance in bringing to then, "the bread
of life" when they most experience their great need for
this inner sustenance and strength of the spirit. To
give love to the bereaved, cheer to the downhearted,
light to the bewildered when they need it^—this
"indirect" aid is of course the normal m.ethod of life,
(l) A Test For I.^ot ives .
Y^e must trust to life itself, however, in cMef
part, to awaken a sense of need. Its trials and temp-
tations are all the time revealing weakneseeSj" and hence-
testing" the strength of motives. When the fiv6 thousand -had
been fed, they fol lowed- Jesus expecting more food of earth;
but they were offered the "breed of life" instead, to the dis-
gust of many. They felt ho ne«d there. He thus tested that
miUltitude, and separated the "vi'heat" from the "tares" or
the "sheep" from, the "goats", to use His own figures.
Thus v;ithdrevv or withheld m;erely external vt^lues to see
how real and strong was the sense of need fGX the internal
values and motives v:hich He em^bodied and offered to themi.
Here is the test. Here is how to determine when virtues
have Virtue within them, or not. "Doth Job serve God for
naught?" Take away all external values, said Satan, and
see what happens.' Job still rem.ained faithful: "Though
He slay me," he cried, "yet will I trust HimJ" This is
the test so often seen active about us in these days of
depression. For seme, when these "sands" of earth shift
and their house of character and life seem:s about to
"fall" under the "stormi's" im.pact, the "rock" of eternal
values and spiritual motives is found beneath the surface
cI
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and their house of character stands strongj for others,
in such times of testing,, which cor.e a little every day,
•a
but rr.ore stren^usly frorr time to time, and with finality
at death, the house of character cannot sta.nd, "because
it was build (only) upon ohs sand." If ever the souls
of men develop a sense of need— "a hunger and thirst
after righteousness"—it is in such tiraes as these I
That is why, without doubt, such tii-es as the present,
as history teaches, are always followed by a religious
reaction sooner or later.
The Motivation In The "Direct;' Hethod.
The second method of character education, used in
conjunction with the "indirect" miethcd, is the "direct"
method. This, like the ooher, has its advantages and
its weaknesses which we need not point out as they are
given in all the texts. Its motivation is secured by
setting up definioe. objectives.* These words fron, 6he
Tenth Yearbook state the effect:
"The stin.ulus of Roals which are understood
and accented wlxle-hear tedly—Fxperim.ents in learning
have sho'wn that one's action is strongly influenced
by a clear understanding of the end or goal toward
which one is striving and of the progress one is
making toward the goal. If this is true of action
in general, it is probably true of that special
kind of action which we call moral. The more
clearly one can conceive the goal of one's action,
the more energetically one is likely to pursue it.
If one has a clear picture in hi s mind of admircble
behavior, such, for examiple, as courteous speecli,
he m.ay m.uc h m.or' readil y acc^uir e this behavior than
if he has"" no sue h~ clear idea' of the form of conduct
he i 8 striving to a'ttaln.^ ' Furthermiore , a conception
* See Walter S, :.!onroe's rirec ti np; Learning In the Ki gh
School, p. 103,
f
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of the benefi 3s to be derived from the development
of a given mode of behaviour is a potent stimulus
to its acCiuirement. Thus, if a group of children
clearly recognize that fairness and good sportsman-
ship will m.ake evexyhody happier than will ill-
natured bickering, they will be more likely to
develop these desirable attitudes than if they do
not so clearly see their advantages." ( Ibid , p. 89)
Here, too, as in the case of the Poy Scout above,
there is no guarante e that the motive ij_.a_h4A^.°i>^«
Even the "devil" loves to cultivate the virtues when they
pay. What has been said of the m.otivation of the
"indirect" method may also, then, mu Gc. -is mutandis . be
said of this. This method, lika the other, is useful
in cultivating habits and virtues. V.'hen the virtues
are of a high 'iuali t^y, involving inwriiiiiic or sriritual
worth, and the individual is ri;ature enough to appreciate
these interior values, it becomes a method of building
worthy api.rccia'ci one, wliicL la cur next topic,
c , :.Q-uivatin g By Appreciations And Ideals
A third technic^ue of m.otivation is through the
engendering of interests and ideals. This is, of course,
one objective of both the "indirect" and "direct" methods.
Little is known about the instructional procedures
which are needed to engender these subtle controls of
c ond uc t . Pr 0 fe s 8 or Haywar d , in The Lesson In Appreciation
gives us a pioneer work in this field and indicates the
many subtle factors involved in this delicate task.
Let m^e quote this miuch from^ himi:
"The mechanism; by which we apr^reciate is
probably subtler than those mechanisms by which v;e
perform, most other mental acts. In reasoning, for
exam:ple, there is always a problem to be solved,
a situation to be miet, a purpose to be realized.
....Reasoning or thinking is a delayed, a deliberate
I
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process, sufficiently pedestrian to seem devoid of
mysteriousness. But appreciation, both aesthetic
and moral, seerr-s often to come as a subtle dawn or
a sudden flash. In the oft-qucted words of
Frowning:
-
'There's a sunset touch,
A fancy from a flowerbell, some one's death,
A chorus-ending from Euripides;'
and these .tilings rap and knock at the soul in ways
so unforseen that it is not a matter of surprise to
find appreciation regarded by m.any people as some-
thing too personal and intangible to be susceptible
to actual training in schools or other insti but ions
.
The spirit here seems to 'blow where it listeth';
beauty is 'a light never seen on sea or land. '
"Put something can be done. The process, as
vv'e shall scon discover, is not wholly miysterious.
Sooner or later, in all probability, mankind will
not only understand it, buu will. exploit it in the
interests of hum.an happiness...." (35, p. 1)
Moreover, appreciations and ideals are of various
kinds and degrees, low and high. We seek to engender
the higher ideals for material out of which to form, the
higher miotives. The general miethod is that already
given. Thus Professor Monroe says:
"The recognition of the interdependence of
values suggests a procedure for a teacher when he
discovers 8om:e value which a student appreciates.
Ke then has a foothold for securing an appreciation
for a group of related values, .The appreciation
of values is like a chain letter. The appreciation
of one value and an endeavor to control it fre-
quently lead to the appreciation of two or more
other values that are necessary means for the
control of it.'" ( tlaid ^- p|>,96.g'5«
)
Take, for illustration, this story by Frances liVeld
Danielson:
"I took the hand of a little child to lead him
to the Father. V.'e walked slowly along often stopping
to see the beauties everyv;here. We talked about the
loving Hand that tinted the petals of the lovely
flowers we were gathering. V/e thought of the gentle
care that made the sun to shine so brightly, that
clothed the swaying trees, that taught the tiny birds
to build their nests. ^Ve wandered on and on until
the sun sank down behind the pupling hills. And as
1 I
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the twilight deepened and the shadows lengthened we
met the Father. I waited with bowed head. The child
looked up into the Face above him, then he slipped
his little hand from mine and clasped it in the
Father ' 3.
"
Here we see related values being used to suggest and
to awaken this inner response of the mind, which we call
sipir it^gal inbight or appreciation.
There is within the will of every human being the
capacity to appreciate the "beautiful; even little
children can see and appreciate "the beauty of holiness"
—
in a simple, unreflecting way, of course—much better at
times than their more hardened elders. Witness their
ins-inctive liking cr disliking of people. As a boy I
remem.ber as if it were yesterday listening to my father
reading the Scriptures at night and feeling deep within
m^e a miost sweet delight and blessedness^ even v/hile I
was restless and waiting anxiously to go out to play.
The external interests and mjotives in play were central,
since I would not have renained of my own free willj but
the higher interests and motives were there and exquisitely
alivL-i for all that. True, this appreciation was not
rational, as yet. Perhaps for that very reason it was
all the more keen, since, as we know, "much criticism
tends to inhibit appreciation." Arialyze a beautiful
butterfly and you kill it.
Numerous factors go into this building up of the
finer and spiritual appreciations, but most of all the
(35) Hayward, Frank Herbert, The Lesson In Appreciation
.
New York: Macmillan, 1929.
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wise use of the will in the case of older people. Those
who abuse their freedom to think the ugly loose their
sensitiveness to the beautiful, both physical and moral.
Those who cherish the best they know at the center of
attention and practice grow in the fineness of their moral
and spiritual appreciations as in any thing else. The
spirit grows like the body by what it feeds on and develops
taste and discrimination by practice and application.
Of especial impcrtcince in building appreciaoicns is
the personality of the teacher or the friend. Personal
likes and dislikes which are sincere sM deep have a
contageous power and kindle and awaken echoes of them-
selves vuthin others. It was the personal appeal of His
own life that gave such force to our Lord's teaching:
His words were so clearly but the reflections cast by
His character and deeds. For this reason, among others,
"He taught as one having authority, and not as the
scribes.
"
In the case of appreciations and ideals, interests
and tastes, perspectives, etc., when they are of a
distinctly spiritual quality,—that is, involve the social
and divine miotives,—we have an "offering" made to the will
of a particularly alluring ana winr.ing power, y>Fhere the
will is not stubborn from long abuse, but tender and
sensitive, as in children, the response is immediate.
Here especially, however, we are obliged to respect the
freedom and readiness of the will. As Konroe says:
"Appreciation involves an emotional response.
If the teacher attemipts to force the matter he is
I«
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likely to defeat his purpose. Ar^uiix^ the case tends
to place students on the defensive. 'Appreciating
a value' means that the control of it or the
contemplation of controlling it gives one satis-
faction. A teacher can only set the stage. If
appreciation does not follov; he must resort to
other procedures in securing the necessary motive.
Haste in stimulating the appreciation of values
frequently results in waste." ( ibid , p. 96)
He who, then, can master the art of appealing to men
by mieans of such sub'^le visions of beauty has a master
weapon to win the heart bo the higher way. This was
without doubt, as already pointed out, the chief
instrument used by Jesus. All the laws and methods of
teaching can become the servants of this high and holy
occupation.
5, The Method Of Progress Form.ulc.ted .
We spoke above of three degrees of interest in the
Sunday School classes observed. A third group was made
up of older boys and girls. They were tilso studying
the Gospels. Put it'wae obvious at a glance that somie-
thing wQs wrong. Thsy were sitting listlessly, looking
about, fidgeting, and ansv/ering questions put to them
with little or no interest even v;hen they happened to
know the answers. The teacher v;as doing miost of the
talking. Here we see what happens when external and
natural interests, peculiar to this age and developmient
,
are neglected or are absent. The m.ethod with this age
should be largely one of free discussion and inquiry, and
the materials should be packed with points of contact
with the imji.ediate and active interests and m.otives of
these young people. These should be, of course, as

closely related as possible to those potential intrinsic
values recognition and obedience to which is the Sunday
School's ultimate objective.
Now notice how our Lord Himself dealt with a siiriilar
situation in His ministry. Like a parent who interests
himself in his children's little games for the sake of
the higher purposes of mutual confidence and character
guidance, so the Master Teacher assumed an interest in
even the bodily ills and needs of the people that He
might ultimiately bring unto them the "living water" of
a new inner life and miOtive. Sometimies this was merely
taciu. Thus His disciples at first thought of Him as an
earthly Messiah destined to set them over other nations
and to give them that worldly prosperity and glory which
their natural appetites craved. And He did not all at
once disillusion them. "I have many things to say unto
ycu," He onCc said, "but yc cannot bear ohem now."
Only litule by little, and then only with some, and with
these not very fully until after the crushing of their
earthly hopes by the crucifixion and their return in a
more "spiritual-natural" form after the resurrection, did
a reversal of inner and controlling motives take place
within these m^en and women.
Often, however. He made active use of things external
to pave the way for things internal. His miracles were
extrinsic to His real purposes. Take the feeding of
the five thousand as told in the Gospel of Johin for an
illustration.- It was followed at once by the discourse
on the "bread of life", and was obviously, as St. John
I
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clearly points out, intended to be a backgrounci- and
"drawing card" as well as a parable of that. Jesus drew
the multitude to Him by means of this miracle, symboli-
cally related to the deeper miracle of a new strength
and nour ishFient from within; and then He drove them away
again by giving them this deeper m.eaning behind His act.
It was clearly a process of "fishing" for the truly
perceptive and ready among them., those who could now
"com:8 up higher". As He said: "Verily, verily, I say
unto you, ye Bselt: rce not because ye sav/ signs (of that
inner life of the social and divine motives— "the bread
of life"), but because ye ate of the loaves and were
filled (because your bodily appetites were appealed to
primarily)." And then, when He had xhus disappointed
their external expectations for any r;!ors bread of earth,
we read that "manj'' v/ent back and walked no m.ore with
Him". Rut some did stick to His "net" and were "drawn
ashore," to employ a figure used by Him on several
occasions. Plis method of m.ixing intrinsic and extrinsic
values of a closely related and corresponding nature was
in so far effective. It could not force the will, but
it could v/oc and win the will of all who were ready, who
could appreciate inner values.
We may now state the method of progressive
motivation. Recall first, however, that profound
psychological law which we have alreadj'' stressed on
33V3ral occasions,—namely, it is what you give attention
to that i nfluences your characte r and be haviour, and whajb
r
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you succeed in gettiiy, others to pay attenbion to that
likewiss influence a "Chen:. In giving the attention we give
the will and the reason and the wione^ provided that
the attention is freely -given; and even when it ie given
from motives of fear and expediency, an opportunity is
offered for intrinsic values to "insinua'oe" themselves
and to awaken appreciation. As Pr ofessorsjliVilson have
already been quoted as saying, if v/e can absorb a
pupil's entire energy and interest in some task or some
virtue related to high potential values for some reason
that is at present active or significant and vital to
him, even though it be a relatively superficial m.otive,
we can hope and labor xhat he will be led little by little
to see and to appreciate and zo embrace in thought and
practice the ul'cimc.«3 ;..ore unselfish and remiote ends.
External motives, while active in the immature character
especially, are present to somie extent in all 4nen
throughout life, and when higher mocivation proves
insufficient, have to be fallen back upon again and again.
As has been well said, "Can we expect our children to
work from higher mo Gives than th:>s.:; by which we are so
often actuated?"
The true method of motivation miay be stated,- then,
i n w d V. words: External incentives are t o be used in
close relati on with their intrinsic Vcilues to focus the
at ten t ion upon the se j:otentlal values; every me t hod
^
"indirect" and "direct"
,
is to be used in seeking to
build up worthy appreciations and miotives, handled in the
rr
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iTiOst skillful manner by t he best peraorxali
t
ies ob'cainable:
in this way any initial re sistance due i;--nQrenc3 or
nsKl^ct is to be o vgrcoiiie, until the will and reason have
an opportunity, as the higher values become known, to act
independently and freely in -i:iving the attention] and then
the higher appreciati ons and motives thus engendered a re
to be gradually centralized and c onfirmed by l ife's trials
and temptations, as these are permitted from day to day
under the oversiF^ht of the Prcvidence of God.
6 , The Evolution Of The Fi.elip:ious Mot ive s.
It is not difficult as we reflect upon human life and
experience to discern throughout its complex activities a
process of spiritual evolution. In religion, for examiple,
it is easy enough, as Phillips Prooke * pointed out,
to see that people are anim.ated by increasingly higher
motives at different times, and to see in a general way
the process of this development.
One of the keenest criticismiS leveled at the Ohurch
today is the assault upon people's miotives for being
religious. It is said, and with much truth, that for
many^ religion, with its pleasing faith in the goodness of
God and in the rev;ards to come in another life, is an
escape miechanism from the hard facts of life, a cushion
be:v;een reality and the individual. And yet this
criticism fails to realize that even th^ Divine must be-
gin with people where they are. Again.it is said that for
* See "The I.Iotives of Religion," in New Starts in Lif e,
p. 36ff.
I
many of the rich and prosperous religion is a means of
making sacred their special privileges as the gifts of
God to then;. There is likewise some truth here. Put to
over-state a truth is to falsify it. We must also look
at uhe higher motivations of religion and remiember that
we all starx from "scratch" in this process of progress-
ively higher and purer motivation. There is also an
abundant measure of real religion in the churches, not
selfish or sectarian, buo intelligent and beautiful, the
vital religion of truly great souls like St. Augustine,
Swedenborg, Phillips Prooks. And a tree muBt be judged
not by its green but by its ripened fruits. The meaning
of religion is not seen in the self-centered child or
pious worldling but in the ripe unselfish character of
the spiritually matured adult.
Petween these two extremes we may discern a process
of progressive m.otivation which is fostered and etimiUlated
in a very interesting and instructive way nam:ely
,
by the
lack of correspondence and harmiony between character and
circumistance which exists all about usi Here is a man
who, like the Old Testamient Hebrews, regards the increase
of his worldly goods and honox:8 as the direct and
necessary evidence of his faithfulness to Cod. He has
the naive conception of those ancient people that the
good m.an is the prosperous man and the bad man is the
poor man. '^Vh'^r. Job lest all he had, his frierds. said it
must have been because he was a sinii'^r. Again and again
I have heard remarks like this: "What have I done to
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*
deserve such hardships?" This idea that the outer and
ini'.er v/orlde of circurnstEnce and of character ore in
perfect correspondence arises in three ways: (l) in
childhood it is largely so since we are rev/arded for
being good and are punished for being bad; (S) there is
also a half-truth in the conception, since in the lonp, run
the man of integrity is more likely to cone out the
victor; and (3) in the other life, as Revelation teaches,
it is even so,—there the poor Lazarus is happy and at
peace and the selfish Dives is "in torment". It is this
essential truth in the idea that makes it so attractive
to the unreflecting mind. It would be such a perfect
world, such a unified and harmonious world, in which
this was true without exception. Put noticel In this
world it is only a half-truth, and for a very good reason.
It is essential that people be deprived fror;! time to
tim.e of too much cor;.fort and m^a serial rewards for doing
good in order that they miay learn that there are higher
motives than this which ought to rule. Honesty does not
always pay in zhia world's coin in ' er that it may in
time be valued for other and higher reasons. Even
religion does not pay,—for examiple, not even in pop-
ularity,—in many cases; and then it must, or better,
giay be cultivated from, better m.otives.
The proc e ss of progressively hig.her and hi gher
motivation is thus stimulated by this inequality or lack
of correspondenc e between t he i
n
ner end the outer wor lds
of char acter and ci rcumstance. The very arrangement of
*•
I
i
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life against which we often coir.r'l?^in so bitterly ie yet the
very rr.eans whereby we are enabled to advance in the
quality of our rriOtives for_liyinp; and serving,
.
What, then; is the next higher motive for being
religious ^vhen r'-ligion is no longer any guarantee of
worldly prosperity? VJe spoke of those who, deprived of
this world's goods and honors, transferred their hopes
to the life to come. This is not as bad as it seon-.s at
first glance. True, the Hohanirnedan warrior is stimulatod
to the ordeals of battle by the vision of his sensuous
parac^ise. Doubtless n:any materialistic Christians are
likev/ise motivated. Put if, as we have already said,
the concept of heaven is truly intelligent and spiritual,
then th-= rotivation it eng:-r<derg will be corresr^ondingly
purer, ii-vcr. a« -he worst, hov/ever, this tends to be a
better motive than the motive of living for the rewards
of this world. For the rewards of eternal lif' ?r' far
away, less sharp and irr.mediate, and must be waited for,
and hence are the mieans of a higher and purer inspiration,
of developing patience and =5-^1 f-control in the present.
In this way even partly ma wcx iali stic concepts of heaven
can be an aid in developing more remote ends and motives
in life. And at the best the motivating power of a pure
and true concepc of imii.or tality is ecual to that of the
next level of religious miOtivation, the miotive of char-
acter building.
It is often said that character is uhe chief reward
and true amibition of a noble life. The rich young ruler
I
who came to Jesus had this idea about "keeping the
conirr.andmentsTf ,~~i t rr^ade him a "good" man. And this is
indeed a worthy motiv although not the highest. It
keeps the thought fixed upor.i the. essential worth of a
virtue and not upon its extraneous advantages. If I
refrain fr om • impurity, I shall be pure; if I do not
steal J I shall be hones c. Honesty and purity are real
possessions of the soul, more real than lands and cattle
and bags of gold. They arci "a treasure in the heavens."
No wonder that our Lord, looking upon the young man,
"loved him". The ethical culturiats of today have this
also as their reward. So far so good. ''^ut, as cur Lord
said to the rich young ruler,— "One thing thou lackesti"
And to make that lack keenly felt many a man has been
reduced to spiritual poverty, has fallen in moral temp-
tations to the utter ruin of his reputation or at least
to the utter humiliation of his own proud opinion of
himself; until, like the Publican in the temple, he has
cried: "God, be merciful to me a sinner!" For that same
deprivation-temptation process as was applied to the
lover of this v;orld and its goods, is al'=!0 applied in
due time to the lover of character and its goods. And
this deprivation continues if need be for many bitter
years, even until he learns that—
" There is none good Jbu t^ One , even God ] " This
brings us to the highest of all motives and the last to
be reached as a central ar'- controlling force in life.
II
I
ReCcill that our Lord told, the young mar to do two things:
i^irst, to stop thinking so r.uch about hirriself and how
"good" he was, and tc think more of others and their
needs,—"Sell all thou hast, and give to the poor.'" and,
second, to begin the love and service of God as a
follower of Himself,— "Corr.e, and follow :-'eI" Here we
hav-2 the Two Great Motives of religion and their function
in life expressed in a draratic pai'able takf;n from life
itself.
The true man does not serve C-od and his neighbor
because he is paid wages for it, or becausa it makes
him feel "good" or any better than others. It is a
false man who when out of work says: "Society'- owes me
a living, and i f it doesn't ^ive it to me I'll smash
the social order'," Nay, Society owes no man a"living",
—
Society does owe every mian the opportunity to serve, and
that is all. "Give me ihe privile/;-
,
the blessed
privilege of serving others I"—'this is the cry of the
truly motivated man. " Let rr.e come into Ohurch and worship
God with you! Do not keep me out ]"—thus does the true
lover of God speak. He does not have to be coaxed into
Church of a Sunday. He cannot be kept away.' "They that
worship God must worship Him in spirit and in truth; and
the Father seekcth such to worship Him."
How many of us could stand the test of his religious
motives that Job endured? Job came out of it justified:
"Though He slay me, yet will I love Him.. •.The Lord hath
given, and the Lord hath taken away; blessed be the name
0
of oh3 Lord." Put I am afraid that multitudes would
rather follow the advice of Job's v;ifcj! "Hurse God and
die!" There is hope, however, for all of us, poor
sin.-.ers that we ars. "He that overcome t h shall inherit
all things; and I will be his God, and he shall be my
son. "
SUM!.1ARY, To see how higher arid higher motives are
developed, the relation between "intrinsic" and "extrinsic"
values must be understood. The distinction between "active"
and "potential" values is also important. Children are
introduced to potential intrinsic values by means of active
extrinsic values. This principle, when integrated with the
functions of will and reason, environment and temptations, in
the formation of motives, gives us our "Law Of Progressive
I.'oti vati on.
"
There are three major motivation techniques: (1) a sense
of need arises when we realize o-jr inability to control some
active value; (2) a stimulus to achieve is given when som.e
desirable goal is set before us; aiid (3) a subtle but power-
ful influence moves ue whenever some ideal or appreciation
has been engendered within. The first tvro motivations are
those of the "indirect" arid "direct" methods of character
education. They tell us nothing about the quality of the
motives themselves. In the case of appreciations and ideals,
however, if they are "intrinsic" cxA spiritual their motives
are so also. Bozh "indirect" and "direct" m.ethods, handled
by the best persrnalit ies obtainable, should be used to
engender these subtle controls of conduct. This principle,
integrated with our Law C;f Progressive I-otivation gives us
1I
7
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our "Method Of Progressive I^oti vnti on".
It is of great inter sBt to notice that this £,aw and
this DCet hod are those of life itself. Here as in all things
else we are but indtsting the great Educator ^-Tiine^lf. This
universality and practicality of our Xaw and -Jj^echod are their
greatest authentication. For example, t^ke the evolution
of the religious motives as revealed in life itself. Careful
observation and spiritual insight reveals that it is this
interplay of things outward and things inward, things
"intrinsic" and things "extrinsic", that leads the will of
many to "come up higher" in the scale of life's motives.
Beginning with the doing of what is right from external
motives of self-advantage, life's deprivation-temptation
process leads to motive of living for the rewards of the
eternal world, then upwards to the miotivation that comes
from "virtue for virtue's sake", and so finally to a ;pure
unselfish concern for God and man.
A test for the present stage of motivation is furnished
by this sarr.e de'pr>fevati on-temptation process.

^ ^ ^ • 'Conclus ion
In this paper we have been asking ourse:tfjf? r-.ost
fundamental question: How are rrien led from a selfish
and materialistic center in heart and life to an
unselfish motive and behavior? V/e maj'- conclude on good
grounds that this is the ultimate meaning and purpose
of life. Henry Crumrnond in The Asc ent Of I-an shows
clearly, it seems to me, that natural evolution has been
but the building of a scaffold for this crowning
spiritual evolution of character. In the letter already
quoted from'lsy. I£r. Milton Fairchild, is chis remarkable
statement
:
"The earth as a great unit of life has purposes
as a uniu of the universe, else it would not have
produced man having purposes. And astronomers and
physicists think they see that the earth is a good
samiple of billions of planets having human life on
them. The supreme objective of the earth life is
probably the production of high character in human
beings. Nothing higher than this is discernable
as an obj ecti ve.
"
This is saying in another way what Swedenborg states
t hus
:
"The end of all creation is a heaven of angels
from the hum.an race."
And is also simply a variant upon our Lord's beautiful
words:
"In my Father's house are miany miansions. I go
to prepare a place for you. And If I go and prepare
a place for you, I will come again and receive you
unto mysrlf; that where I ar; '-^^r-' ye miay be also."
Most attempts at reading the uloimase meaning of the
universe resort to the argumient from design. This is the
If
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line of thought carried out with admirable skill and
beautj' in the Philosophic Pasis (37) developed by the
Pos'con School Oonui.ittee for their own systeni. This has
now been withdrawn from circulation, probably because
it was thought to trespass upon the field of the Ohurch.
Here, then, is the grand objective of all creation.
What are the methods for realizing it? Plow may we, as
intelligent and free beings, cooperate with the Divine
in (Mi furthering this grand purpose? To answer this
question has been our general aim in this study. In
order to draw together the gist of this thesis and to
review its principles as a unit, let us make an
illuscrative application by considering the nature of
a Qhristian parent-child relationship. As an aid to
memory shall repeat fragments of the r;.a '^erial already
presented.
A Christian Parent-Child Relati onship
Christianity is the religion of the inner attitude:
"Cleanse first the insid
e
of the cup and the platter,
that the ou t s i d
e
may be clean also." In the Sermon on
the Hount , .vhicii givcjs the essence of Christianity, our
Lord dv/ells at length upon the inner attitudes and
motives which must be behind the keeping of the "law" to
make it acceptable. Hs is contrasting the old and the
new way: "It was said to them of old timie, Thou shalt
(37) Boston Public Schools. Philosophic Pasis of
Character Development
. Pooton: ^School Conmittee, 1930.
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not kill ; but I say unto you. Whosoever is an.o;ry with his
brother— ." In 8omev;hat the same way the old and new
parent-child relationships are being contrasted today.
Much parenthood is still on the plane of the Old Testa-
ment. Can parenthood becorrie Christian without being
sentimental? The answer is emphatically^ "Yes!"
Professor Valliam Heard Kilpatrick tells of a father
who, irritated by his children's noise, ordered them
in a peremptory manner to "keep quiet or go to bed":
"VJhat should a father wish his children to
practice in such a case? Honsidsration or prudence?"
"Olearly he should wish consideration."
"I don'"G see why you harp so much on consider-
ation or on what the children think. The thing the
father wanted was Quiet. I say the children
practised keeping quiet. What more do you want?"
"Now you briiig out into the open the very
essence of all moral conduct. There are two parts
to any moral act, and both should agree: first, the
outward effect of the outward act
—
quiet in this
case and what it means to all concerned; second,
the thinking and the attitude—motive and intention,
some prefer to call it— i:hat go along with the out-
ward act and join it up with character as a whole."
"Might we not say that this thinking and
attitude are exactly what give charac ter to the act?"
"You are right ..." (p. 32T71
"
How, then, must we deal with such specific situations
in order to sacure the right inner attitude'' Here is the
root-problem in all character education.
I
The first requisite is an attitude of sympaGhetic
understanding on the part of the parents. Harsh words,
sudden blows, and arbitrary methods, while they secure
temporary outward conformity, create their own image
and likeness within the impressionable m.ind of the child
11
I
and reveal themselves in similar conduct on his part
toward his playmates and parents. And yet I'ational
punishment and discipline are reQuired. It is necessary,
therefore, that the parents them^selves act in an
intelligent and Christian manner. And the obvious
essential of such parental conduct is an understanding,
non-sentimental sympathy, based upon a sound and workable
knowledge of the child himself.
As Julian Huxley so aptly says, the child's mental
and physical inheritance is like a double pack of cards,
one derived from the father, one from the mother. His
reactions to life are partly conditioned by these
inherited instincts, reflexes, and other tendencies. As
we learn to know very well, the will of the child ie
self-centered and corporeal. The child is from birth
exclusively occupied with the physical, with the necessity
to eat and play and grow. Things material, the delights
of the senses, are thus, even apart from any inherited
proclivity in this direction, his natural condition.
Appetite is stronger than any amount of logic.
With this parental inheritance and with this
physical requirement, the child comes into the game of
life, which is so comiplicated in its customs and rules
that even adults cannot agree on m^any matters of practi-
cal conduct. Kie native reactions will aid him only very
slightly; he must learn nearly everything de novo
, from
the very beginning. How can he know, for example, that
he is not to eat v/ith his knife? Kow can he know that

noise irritates a tired father? Hov; can he know that he
should tell the truth in the face of punishment? He is
terribly ignorant. V^itness the attitude of rnosx young
men towards money. They cannot distinguish between
ge tting; and earning
, and often fail utter I3/ to feel any
concern over whether they are rendering a fair return
for what they receive. All these matters of conduct and
appreciation are unknown to begin with.
The ideals of the debt of the individual to his
Maker, of service to brother man, and all attitudes and
motives based upon the organic unity and social nature
of man are especially a closed book to a child. Until
much training and exi^rrience has brought to his attention
these higher and spiritual values of life, he is not re-
8ponsibl3 for doing rr.any things against these values.
He cannot be supposed to will and to do what he cannot
as yet ^jnder stand and appreciate.
II
T*hat, nov/, is to be done to prepare the child for
those years of mature judgment and freedom of choice
which lie ahead of him'' And ?;ha'Ci is the practical,
common-sense method of discipline which these facts of
the child's nature call for on the part of the parent
who tries to be truly Christian*;*
Recall for a moment the psychology of miotivation,
or the basic elements out of which strong motives are
formed and the processes of their formation. Psycholo-
gists divide the mind into three great divisions, will.
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feeling, and cognition. And motives, both good and bad,
are foriT.ed by a union of these elements. For example, I
pass a booksGore and see a book I like and think useful
in the window. I have an immediate interest in the book,
perhaps in several books L,her3. Put an interest is not
in itself a motive. Not until I decide by an act of the
wi 11 to go in and get the book which my understanding
tells me is useful to me—no u until then does a motive
come into being.
As scon as a child, then, definitely selects and
seeks zo s-cure something presented to himi in which he
feels an interest, he acquires a motive, which is either
low or high according to the nature of the object and
the Quality of his desire for io. Moreover, he needs to
dwell upon and to act from this new miotive, this united
will and understanding, for it to become strongly charged
and colored wich his instinctive emiotions. Kis under-
standing reveals to him an object or an ideal, his will
selects and retains this in thought and endeavor, and
his emiotions gradually empower this new motive until it
becom^es a driving force in his inner and outer life and
conduct
.
This, very briefly and sumimarily, is the psychology
of motives, their genesis and formiation, be the miotives
corporeal or social or Divine.
Ill
Notice, in the second place, how motives evolve from
lower to higher levels. A child is not moved by a motive
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which he cannot as yet appreciate, but he can be moved
by some cognate motive that he can appreciate. For ex-
ample, here is a Sunday School class happily engaged in
making a scrap book of pictures of events in the life of
OiOt Lord. The beauties of character in the Lord's life
are quite over their heads. Nevertheless, they are made
to take an interest in Kis Life by means of things or
cognate values within the range of their appreciation.
It is essential to begin motivat i on on the present le vel
of the child . In the example given above, the natural
constructive instinct and the miotives of making and
exhibiting vver= at work. Curiosity was also a factor,
and the instinct for team work. Numerous other motivating
forces, including, of course, "their angels who always
behold the face of m^y Father," were at v/ork here. And
little by little, by forces and processes which are only
beginning to be understood by educators, the potential
intrinsic values within the active extrinsic values
appear and appeal to the child.
No one can love and practice what he knows nothing
of. Therefore, in order to bring forcibly to a child's
attention values which it is hoped and expected will
gradually awaken a response within him, ext'ernal motives
and incentives are used to overcorr.e the initial resistance
or blindness to an act or an ideal beyond his appreciation
until the ideal itself has a chance, as he becomes
familiar with it, and is subjected to choices in temp-
tations with reference to it, to make its own intrinsic
(
appeal, and to awaksn some true appreciation and desire
for its possession. This is legitimaoc and absolutely
necessary. It is the way of life itself, as a little
reflection will show.
Now apply these principles to the children in the
home. As these principles indicate, It is what a child
pays attention to that influences him for gcood or ill .
He i 3 constantly selecting and dwelling upon those things
which are placed before his attention. Here is where
the environment is of profound and indispensable impor-
tance. Out of his environment he extracts the
materials on which his soul feeds, as well as his body,
and his spiritual, mental, and physical health or sick-
ness are the result, Par^3nts and teachers, therefore,
from their greater wisdom and appreciation of values,
must provide as best they can, in the midst of a world
environment that is in large part hostile, these three
essentials for growth: worthy and purposeful tasks and
games within the range of the child's present active
appreciaxicns and interests, yet involving as many higher
intrinsic or spiritual values as possible; encouragement
and aid in helping him make his own plans without too
much interference, lest the choices made be mierely those
of the parents; and finally, a wise discipline to correct
selfish tendencies and other faults—a discipline which
is as much as possible "natural" or inherent, and not
artificial or unrelated to the fault,
IV
7i ^he discussion of this last point we now turn.
01
As William James pointed out:
'*'lt is clear that in general we ought, whenever
we can, to employ the method of inhibition by-
substitution. He whose life is based upon the word
"no," who tells the truth because a lie is wicked,
and who has constantly to grapple with his envious
and cowardly and mean propensities, is in an
inferior situation in every respect to what he
would be i f the love of truth and magnanimity
positively possessed himi from the outset, and he
felt no inferior temptations.'*
With children this is especially recommended. The
father above who ordered his children to keep quiet
might have gone to the trouble of providing them with
some quiet gam^es, like the cutting out of pict-ares. It
was useless, in large part, to seek merely to repress
their natural energies by prohibition. At times, of
course, prohibition has its place. The methods of
pleasure and pain-are some tim.es necessary to teach us at
least an outward consideration for others. Put when
this misthod is used, it must never be in anger, but in
a quiet mianner, with a clear understanding of the
reasons for punishment.
The punishment, too, should bo as "natural" as
possible. That is, let the natural consequences of
wrong-doing teach the child, as they often will. If
your boy comes in with his feet all wet, have him. take
his shoes off, clean them, stuff them with paper, set
them to dry, and rem:ain indoors until they are ready.
It is wise often to overlook faults in children, letting
life's experiences and social pressure gradually correct
themi. Avoid at all costs the nagging habit. Treat your
I
child in cases that call for discipline as a scientific
specimen for study and treatment, as a doctor does a
patient J keeping your emotions out of the situation al-
together. Learn to see in faults motives for action,
and opportunities for experimenting with the most
fascinating object in the whole world, a human being.
_
Cbserve what things your child likes, what things he
dislikes, and use these as aids in controlling hie con-
duct. Above all, strive as well as 3-ou can in this
busy and hard-pressed world to be his constant friend
arjCi eider brother, and to avoid being his constant
enemy and "boss." This, it se^^r..s to me, is the Christian
attitude in the matter of discipline. This attitude on
your part will beget by imitation and exam.ple—two of
the most powerful influences in the child's life—
a
like attitude on your child's part, greatly to your joy
and com^fort.
To sum up: Ohjristian education seeks to discover
and to engender the correct inner attitudes and motives
which give character to ourselves and our acts; eyrci-
pathetic understanding based upon sound knowledge of the
child is needed; the child is naturally self-centered
and m:aterialistic, despite his naturally good traits and
capacities for loving responsiveness; this situction
calls for the creation of a new will able to love and to
seek the higher values of the social and spiritual life;
this educational task is accon.plished by mieans of using
cognate values of a low order which involve intrinsic
5>
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values of a high order ^ as we seek to awaken and call
into active cooperation the will of the child; the
temptations of ir.ature life will be needed to bring this
new social will into the center of power and to "remit"
the old competitive vjill to the circumference; but we
can help miuch by giving the child the right environment,
that his attention miay be healthily busy with worthwhile
things done in a free manner; and by taking care that
all discipline to restrain the old v;ill is carried on
with wisdom and in the Christian spirit.
The essence of character developm.f; nt is just this:
the humian will c an never_ be for ced to do v<^hat is p;ood
and true ; _ it mus t be^ wooed^ and won w it h^ a ljL__^t he_ w ijdjo
m
and fines se of a lover v/ooi np. hi s beloved. This basic
principle of all life is represented often in the
Scriptures under the figures of the Lord as Pridegrocm
and the Church as Pride.
P. General Summary Of Thesis,
The great need for character in Am-:rican citizenship
is forcing an increasing interest in character education
in our public schools. The basic elem.ent in character^
the motives, and in particular the religious motives^ has
not yet been adequately considered. This thesis aims to
made some contribution at this point.
Motives are formed by the union of will and thought
in the control of ohe attention, and are of various kinds,
low and high. As a result conflicts arise between them,
and these can only be pacified by the integrating and
centralising power of the highest motivesj all others

becoming subordinaoe to these. In this unifying prbcess
the will is the chief factor "because of its power to
create ohs ii.o wives and to detsrraine their relative
strength by its control of the attention. The understandin
must of course cooperate by furnishing the intellectual .
element in the general patterns.
The high motives to human service and betterment^ as
the science of Comparative Religion shews, are derived
ultimately from the character of God. Mature spiritual
experience demonstrates conclusively that the religious
motive of "doing good" and "shunning evil" because such
is God's will, is alone adequate for the coruplete
integration of character; God being central in the
macrocosm He must ^^Iso central in the microcosm . The
public schools can only incidentally and inadequateXy /
engender "ni ghest and most central of life's motives.
Only a God-centered Church can properly nourish a God-
centered character.
Evil motives are acquired during childhood and
emotionally conditioned fron. contact with ignorent and
prejudiced adults. These reveal themselves by unmistak
—
able signs. They can be rem.edied only with considerable
difficulty by re-education. In some cases, at least,
because of the freedom of the will, they cannot be
removed.
The process whereby higher and higher motives ere
developed involves the utilization of lower active motives
to bring the will into contact and acquaintance with
higher potential motives. In thin building of the finer
and spiritual ideals and ap]ir«c?, actions both the "indirect"
iI
I
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cind the "direct" methods are to be emplo^'ed^ with all the
necessary safe-guards and aidsj and it is important that a
sincere personality possessing a human measure of the
qualities sought be employed.
The processes of normal life as ordered under the
Providence of God are seen to be filled with illustrations
of theoe same laws and methods when locked at with spiritual
insight, Reflecti on upon one's own spiritual experience
likewise confirms and illustrates them, ^'e are not only
subject to God's character building processes^ but are also
cooperators with Him in this task of building and motivating
character. This is His great objective and ours also,—if
we are wise.
The simple practicality and universality of these laws
and ihethods can be illustrated by considering the nature of
a true Christian parent-child relationship. The Sacred
Scriptures also everywhere bear witness to their reality
and value.
"Only by shutting its eyes can science ev^de discovery
of the roots of Hhristianity in every provlce that it
enters; tod when it does discover them, only by disguis-
ing words can it succeed in disowning the relationship,
Thers is nothing unscientific in accepting the relation-
ship; there is much that is unscientific in dishonoring
it. That Christian development, social, r^oral, spiritual,
which is going on around us, is as real an evolutionary
movement as any that preceded it, and at least as
capable of scientific expression,"
4t *
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